Daily Announcements November 2019 by Wofford College.  Office of Marketing and Communications
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 1, 2019
Date: November 1, 2019 at 9:01 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 1, 2019
 
Today's Events
Fall into November with the Space
Multicultural women plus allies support group for faculty, staff and coaches
All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
YETI Roadie 20 Giveaway | Volleyball | 6 PM
Finite presents: life's s'more fun with s'mores and friends
Upcoming Events
Volleyball vs. Furman | Saturday | 6 PM
Amnesty International Study Break
Graduate School Preparedness Week
Meet and Greet for staff, faculty, coaches and retired colleagues
Teachers Talking Teaching
Real Talk Tuesday: Breaking Barriers
First To Go Bingo
Percent night at Rocky Moo
South Carolina Washington Semester Program Information Session




PLEASE CHECK YOUR SCHOLARSHIP RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE YOU REGISTER FOR SPRING CLASSES
Intramural Soccer Leagues Signup Deadline





Fall into November with the Space
Date/Time: 11/1/2019 11:45:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Space at the Campus Life Building for some donuts and hot beverages.




Multicultural women plus allies support group for faculty, staff and coaches
Date/Time: 11/1/2019 12:10:00 PM
Location: Holcombe Room at Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: This is a safe zone group for women with diverse backgrounds and interests to
support, collaborate with, and help each other. Allies are very welcome! Free lunch for all




All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Date/Time: 11/1/2019 12:30:00 PM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us TODAY at 12:30 p.m., on the Seal of Main Building as the names
of students, staff, faculty, friends and alumni of the college who have died during the past
year are read aloud as the college bell is tolled. All are invited to attend. The ceremony
includes a Goldtones performance and will conclude by 12:45 p.m. The All Saints




Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/1/2019 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us TODAY: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab





YETI Roadie 20 Giveaway | Volleyball | 6 PM
YETI Roadie 20 Giveaway | Volleyball | 6 PM
Date/Time: 11/1/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 





Finite presents: life's s'more fun with s'mores and friends
Date/Time: 11/1/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III
Cost: Free
Details: Come to Phase III to chill and also be warm by the fire as we roast some sticky
marshmallows and subsequently make sweet sandwiches with said mallows. Come one,






Volleyball vs. Furman | Saturday | 6 PM
Date/Time: 11/2/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: The Terriers take on Furman this Saturday at 6 PM! Come out to Jerry




Amnesty International Study Break
Date/Time: 11/3/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join Amnesty International for a study break! We will provide entertainment and




Graduate School Preparedness Week
Date/Time: 11/4/2019 11:00:00 AM
Date/Time: 11/4/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Space 
Cost: 
Details: Students: Interested in attending graduate school? Want to learn more about the
graduate school preparation process? Entrance exam requirements or best practices on
how to secure funding for graduate studies? Come to The Space and hear from the
Directors of Graduate Admissions from USC Columbia, Clemson and the Citadel share
information and tips on how to prepare for post-graduate studies during our Graduate
School Preparedness Week. Monday, Nov. 4: USC Graduate School - 11 a.m.-1 p.m.;
Tuesday, Nov. 5: Clemson University will hold a lunch and learn session titled ‘Why
Graduate School’; Wednesday, Nov. 6: The Citadel from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. For more details





Meet and Greet for staff, faculty, coaches and retired colleagues
Date/Time: 11/4/2019 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room in Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for the Meet and Greet event from noon till around 1 p.m. We will meet





Teachers Talking Teaching 
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: This month's Teachers Talking Teaching lunch will be a discussion of the
pedagogy of subversive self-care on Tuesday Nov. 5 at 11:30 a.m. in Gray-Jones Room.
Lunch will be paid for by the CIL, so you can go through the lunch line, and then join the
discussion. This will be an informal discussion, not a presentation, though Courtney
Dorroll has graciously agreed to lead the discussion and share some of the materials that




Real Talk Tuesday: Breaking Barriers
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 6:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Community Based Learning
Cost: Free
Details: Are you a first-gen student at Wofford? Would you like to learn more about being
first gen at Wofford? Join us as we hold conversation about being a first generation
first gen at Wofford? Join us as we hold conversation about being a first generation




First To Go Bingo
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: In honor of First-Gen week join us for free food, fun playing bingo and a chance




Percent night at Rocky Moo
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Rocky Moo
Cost: Varies
Details: Come out to Rocky Moo on Wednesday, Nov. 6, any time between 6 - 9 p.m. to
enjoy some delicious ice cream sandwiches and help raise money to support your
SpartanDogs! SpartanDogs Is a new student organization that provides a community for
students to train together and participate in distance and obstacle races. Their first event is





South Carolina Washington Semester Program Information Session
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: MSBVC - International Programs Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: The South Carolina Washington Semester Internship Program
(https://www.sc.edu/study/colleges_schools/honors_college/experience/internships/washi
ngton_semester/) gives students in universities and colleges across the state of South
Carolina the opportunity to spend a semester working and taking classes in Washington
DC, gaining valuable experience while earning academic credit toward their degrees. A
representative of the program will be on campus to share more information about the




National First-Generation College Student Day
Date/Time: 11/8/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Front of Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we celebrate National First-Generation College Student Day with





Date/Time: 11/13/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join WAC for an awesome night of singing, dancing, and other fun and
entertaining acts performed by your peers and fellow students! Sign up by Nov. 8, at 5








Details: The Writing Center, located on the main floor of the library, offers free peer
tutoring to all students at Wofford. We'll try to help with any kind of writing, from first-
year essays, to lab reports, to letters of application, to grad school personal statements, but
we're best equipped to work on essays written for classes in the humanities. We'll help at
any stage of the writing process, from generating ideas, to organizing thoughts, to revising
a rough draft, to final editing, but most of the time students come to us with a first draft
and we go from there. Our hours are Mondays 1-4 p.m. and 7-10 p.m., Tuesdays 1-4 p.m.
and 7-10 p.m., Wednesdays 1-4 p.m. and 7-10 p.m., Thursdays 1-4 p.m. and 7-10 p.m.,




PLEASE CHECK YOUR SCHOLARSHIP RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE YOU REGISTER FOR SPRING CLASSES
Details: It's time to register for Spring classes next week! The Office of Financial Aid
wants to remind you to check the Financial Aid Handbook or BannerWeb for your
scholarship renewal requirements. Thank you! 
Contact: Office of Financial Aid
Email: finaid@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4160
Intramural Soccer Leagues Signup Deadline




International Professional Development Opportunity
Details: Faculty and staff are invited to apply for funding to participate in the DIS
International Educators Workshop from March 9 - March 13, 2020 in Copenhagen,
Denmark. The DIS International Educators Workshop will familiarize faculty and staff
with the program's academic offerings, student support services, and other opportunities
co-curricular opportunities, as well as offer the opportunity to contribute to ongoing
program development. The workshop attendee will have the special opportunity to visit
TWO program sites and meet with Wofford students currently studying with DIS during
the spring semester. In Stockholm, students will stay in hotels, while in Copenhagen, they
will be placed with local hosts/homestays vetted by our partners (Copenhagen). This
provides invaluable insight into the student experience abroad. To apply, please email
Amy Lancaster (lancasterae@wofford.edu), Dean of International Programs, a statement
of interest by Friday, Nov. 15. Please include the following: 1. Goals for participating in
the workshop 2. Current role in advising or supporting students 3. Current role in advising
students/approving overseas coursework for department-specific requirements (faculty
only) 4. Previous experience studying, working, or living abroad 5. Any other information
that may be helpful in the selection process The Office of International Programs, in
consultation with the Office of the Provost, will review all submissions and will give
special consideration to faculty or staff who regularly advise students, have not
participated in this site visit previously or another site visit in recent semesters, and who
demonstrate a genuine interest in the value of education abroad. Expenses covered by the
college include economy airfare, registration fees, lodging in a hotel (Stockholm) and
local hosts (Copenhagen), on-site transportation, and meals. Please contact Amy





Details: Any employee who is interested in participating in the next walking challenge.





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 4, 2019
Date: November 4, 2019 at 8:49 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 4, 2019
 
Today's Events
Meet and Greet for staff, faculty, coaches and retired colleagues
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Upcoming Events
Sugah Cakes Food Truck
Teachers Talking Teaching
Real Talk Tuesday: Breaking Barriers
Men's Basketball Home Opener | Tuesday | 7 PM
Financial Wellness and Pi-Squared Pizza
Meet the Curator: Anne Collins Smith
First To Go Bingo
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
National First-Generation College Student Day
Blood Drive
Announcements
International Programs Photo Contest - Entries due November 11
PLEASE CHECK YOUR SCHOLARSHIP RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE YOU REGISTER FOR SPRING CLASSES
International Professional Development Opportunity
November Walking challenge





Meet and Greet for staff, faculty, coaches and retired colleagues
Date/Time: 11/4/2019 12:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/4/2019 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room in Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for the Meet and Greet event from noon till around 1 p.m. We will meet





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/4/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: HIIT @6:30am, Tae Kwon Do @4:30pm, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab






Sugah Cakes Food Truck
Date/Time: 10/7/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: The Sugah Cakes food truck will be on campus Nov. 7 at 11 a.m. giving out




Teachers Talking Teaching 
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: This month's Teachers Talking Teaching lunch will be a discussion of the
pedagogy of subversive self-care on Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 11:30 a.m., in Gray-Jones Room.
Lunch will be paid for by the CIL, so you can go through the lunch line, and then join the
discussion. This will be an informal discussion, not a presentation, though Courtney
Dorroll has graciously agreed to lead the discussion and share some of the materials that





Real Talk Tuesday: Breaking Barriers
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 6:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Community Based Learning
Cost: Free
Details: Are you a first-gen student at Wofford? Would you like to learn more about being
first gen at Wofford? Join us as we hold conversation about being a first generation




Men's Basketball Home Opener | Tuesday | 7 PM
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: THE TERRIERS ARE BACK! See you tomorrow night at the first home men's
basketball game of the season! Wofford hosts Erskine at 7 p.m. Students should use the




Financial Wellness and Pi-Squared Pizza
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 5:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: All students are invited to attend a Financial Wellness presentation by Mr. Mike
Fox of the SC Student Loan Corporation. Sponsored by the Offices of Student Success
and Financial Aid, the session will address credit scores, budgeting, saving, and student
loan debt. We'll have plenty of Pi-Squared pizza, but space is limited, so please RSVP at
https://paperless.ly/2JLnFln .
Contact: Dr. Boyce Lawton
Email: lawtonbm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5302
Meet the Curator: Anne Collins Smith
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Art Museum (RSRCA)
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a gallery talk and reception with Anne Collins Smith, Curator
of Collections at Spelman College's Museum of Fine Art, as she shares her love of using
art to tell stories. Smith plays an important role in the museum's mission to highlight
works by and about women of the African Diaspora in its programs, exhibitions, and
permanent collections. She will also speak about LaToya Ruby Frazier's exhibition "The
Notion of Family." Three photographs from this collection, on loan from Spelman





First To Go Bingo
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: In honor of First-Gen week join us for free food, fun playing bingo and a chance




Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre opens its 50th season this week with Annie Baker's "Circle
Mirror Transformation"! Prof. Dan Day directs two alternating casts of Wofford students
in this play, which runs from Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box
Theatre, at 8 p.m. nightly. "Circle Mirror Transformation" takes place in the fictional town
of Shirley, Vermont, where five characters from very different walks of life come together
for an acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher perform acting exercises
together, the creative process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as relationships
are tested and long-hidden truths are revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be
purchased in advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice. Same-day online ticket sales close
at 6 p.m., and the box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center
for the Arts. No late seating is permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five
minutes prior to showtime. This year, Wofford Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE
THEATRE THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday performances, Wofford
students with valid college IDs may pick up free tickets from the box office, starting at 7
p.m. Limit one per student, while seats are available. These tickets may not be reserved in




National First-Generation College Student Day
Date/Time: 11/8/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Front of Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we celebrate National First-Generation College Student Day with





Date/Time: 11/11/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Main Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Donate blood with The Blood Connection this Monday Nov. 11, from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. All donors will receive a $20 gift card! To register and make an appointment







International Programs Photo Contest - Entries due November 11
Details: Students that participated in a Wofford-approved study abroad program during
Fall 2018, Spring 2019, or Summer 2019 are invited to submit their best photos from
abroad in the 2019 International Programs Photo Contest. First prize: $250! For further






PLEASE CHECK YOUR SCHOLARSHIP RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE YOU REGISTER FOR SPRING CLASSES
Details: It's time to register for Spring classes this week! The Office of Financial Aid
wants to remind you to check the Financial Aid Handbook or BannerWeb for your
scholarship renewal requirements. Thank you! 
Contact: Office of Financial Aid
Email: finaid@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4160
International Professional Development Opportunity
Details: Faculty and staff are invited to apply for funding to participate in the DIS
International Educators Workshop from March 9 -13, 2020 in Copenhagen, Denmark. The
DIS International Educators Workshop will familiarize faculty and staff with the
program's academic offerings, student support services, and other opportunities co-
curricular opportunities, as well as offer the opportunity to contribute to ongoing program
development. The workshop attendee will have the special opportunity to visit TWO
program sites and meet with Wofford students currently studying with DIS during the
spring semester. In Stockholm, participants will stay in hotels, while in Copenhagen, they
will be placed with local hosts/homestays vetted by our partners (Copenhagen). This
will be placed with local hosts/homestays vetted by our partners (Copenhagen). This
provides invaluable insight into the student experience abroad. To apply, please email
Amy Lancaster (lancasterae@wofford.edu), Dean of International Programs, a statement
of interest by Friday, November 15th. Please include the following: 1. Goals for
participating in the workshop 2. Current role in advising or supporting students 3. Current
role in advising students/approving overseas coursework for department-specific
requirements (faculty only) 4. Previous experience studying, working, or living abroad 5.
Any other information that may be helpful in the selection process The Office of
International Programs, in consultation with the Office of the Provost, will review all
submissions and will give special consideration to faculty or staff who regularly advise
students, have not participated in this site visit previously or another site visit in recent
semesters, and who demonstrate a genuine interest in the value of education abroad.
Expenses covered by the college include economy airfare, registration fees, lodging in a
hotel (Stockholm) and local hosts (Copenhagen), on-site transportation, and meals. Please





Details: Any employee who is interested in participating in the next walking challenge.





This Week: Graduate School Visits
Details: Students: Interested in attending graduate school? Want to learn more about the
graduate school preparation process? Entrance exam requirements or best practices on
how to secure funding for graduate studies? Come to The Space and hear from the
Directors of Graduate Admissions from USC Columbia, Clemson and the Citadel share
information and tips on how to prepare for post-graduate studies during our Graduate
School Preparedness Week. Today, Nov. 4: USC Graduate School - 11 a.m.-1 p.m.;
Tuesday, Nov. 5: Clemson University will hold a lunch and learn session titled ‘Why
Graduate School’; Wednesday, Nov. 6: The Citadel from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. For more details





Details: Stop by the Seal of Old Main for Wofford HOSA's first official event on
Thursday, Nov. 7! Come by to learn about our organization, the National Pediatric Cancer






For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 5, 2019
Date: November 5, 2019 at 8:49 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




The Spanish Major, Study Abroad, and You
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Real Talk Tuesday: Breaking Barriers
Men's Basketball Home Opener | 7 PM
Upcoming Events
Meet the Curator: Anne Collins Smith
Percent night at Rocky Moo
South Carolina Washington Semester Program Information Session
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Blood Drive
Announcements
Today: Clemson University Graduate School Visit





Teachers Talking Teaching 
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: This month's Teachers Talking Teaching lunch will be a discussion of the
pedagogy of subversive self-care today at 11:30 a.m. in Gray-Jones Room. Lunch will be
paid for by the CIL, so you can go through the lunch line, and then join the discussion.
This will be an informal discussion, not a presentation, though Courtney Dorroll has
This will be an informal discussion, not a presentation, though Courtney Dorroll has





The Spanish Major, Study Abroad, and You
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 2:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: Orientation about applying to study abroad and helpful hints to maximize your
opportunities to improve your proficiency while abroad. Required for Span 303 students





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Power Pilates @4:30, Ab-





Real Talk Tuesday: Breaking Barriers
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 6:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Community Based Learning
Cost: Free
Details: Are you a first-gen student at Wofford? Would you like to learn more about being
first gen at Wofford? Join us as we hold conversation about being a first generation




Men's Basketball Home Opener | 7 PM
Date/Time: 11/5/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: THE TERRIERS ARE BACK! See you tonight at the first home men's
basketball game of the season! Wofford hosts Erskine at 7 p.m. Students should use the







Meet the Curator: Anne Collins Smith
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Art Museum (RSRCA)
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a gallery talk and reception with Anne Collins Smith, Curator
of Collections at Spelman College's Museum of Fine Art, as she shares her love of using
art to tell stories. Smith plays an important role in the museum's mission to highlight
works by and about women of the African Diaspora in its programs, exhibitions, and
permanent collections. She will also speak about LaToya Ruby Frazier's exhibition "The
Notion of Family." Three photographs from this collection, on loan from Spelman




Percent night at Rocky Moo
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Rocky Moo
Cost: Varies
Details: Come out to Rocky Moo on Wednesday, Nov. 6, any time between 6 - 9 p.m. to
enjoy some delicious ice cream sandwiches and help raise money to support your
SpartanDogs! SpartanDogs Is a new student organization that provides a community for
students to train together and participate in distance and obstacle races. Their first event is




South Carolina Washington Semester Program Information Session
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: MSBVC - International Programs Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: The South Carolina Washington Semester Internship Program
(https://www.sc.edu/study/colleges_schools/honors_college/experience/internships/washi
ngton_semester/) gives students in universities and colleges across the state of South
Carolina the opportunity to spend a semester working and taking classes in Washington
DC, gaining valuable experience while earning academic credit toward their degrees. A
representative of the program will be on campus to share more information about the
program, application dates, and to answer questions.




Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre opens its 50th season this week with Annie Baker's "Circle
Mirror Transformation"! Prof. Dan Day directs two alternating casts of Wofford students
in this play, which runs from Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box
Theatre, at 8 p.m. nightly. "Circle Mirror Transformation" takes place in the fictional town
of Shirley, Vermont, where five characters from very different walks of life come together
for an acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher perform acting exercises
together, the creative process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as relationships
are tested and long-hidden truths are revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be
purchased in advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice. Same-day online ticket sales close
at 6 p.m., and the box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center
for the Arts. No late seating is permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five
minutes prior to showtime. This year, Wofford Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE
THEATRE THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday performances, Wofford
students with valid college IDs may pick up free tickets from the box office, starting at 7
p.m. Limit one per student, while seats are available. These tickets may not be reserved in





Date/Time: 11/11/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Main Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Donate blood with The Blood Connection this Monday, Nov. 11, from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. All donors will receive a $20 gift card! To register and make an appointment







Today: Clemson University Graduate School Visit
Today: Clemson University Graduate School Visit
Details: Clemson University will hold a lunch and learn session titled ?Why Graduate
School' where students can learn about the admission process into graduate school and
best ways to prepare from 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Following the lunch and learn,
interested students can schedule a 1:1 consultation with the Graduate Program Director of
Admissions and Recruitment from 12:30 - 2 p.m.
Contact: Tasha Smith Tyus
Email: smithtyusl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4264
PAWS-giving!! Hosted By PAWS for a Cause
Details: From Nov. 4 -15, PAWS for a Cause will be collecting paper towel and toilet
paper rolls to make rabbit toys for Brother Wolf Animal Recuse. There is also an option to
venmo $1 @Madison-SInclair-5 for hay and other supplies they need. Big Brother animal
rescue had 45 rabbits dropped off and are in need. Donation boxes are at Roger Milliken
Science Center and Burwell. Stop by our table on Nov. 12, from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. at




Employee Wellness Screening 
Details: Employees who wish to be included in the Wellness Plan at Wofford need to
contact Lisa Lefebvre at lefebvrelm@wofford.edu this week in order to participate in our




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 6, 2019
Date: November 6, 2019 at 8:44 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





The Spanish Major, Study Abroad, and You
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Rocky Moo Tonight
First To Go Bingo
Meet the Curator: Anne Collins Smith
Upcoming Events
Sugah Cakes Food Truck
Panhellenic Cupcake Social
National First-Generation College Student Day
Wofford's Got Talent
Announcements
International Programs Photo Contest - Entries due November 11
Fall in Love with Theta
Employee Wellness Screening
Men's Basketball Championship Banner Reveal | Saturday
Today: The Citadel Graduate Programs
HOSA Bake Sale





Date/Time: 11/6/2019 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: A Simple Meal has moved to 12: 30 p.m.! This is a brief time of student-led
music, prayers, scripture and reflections. Communion or a blessing is offered by Rev.
Ron. Christian Wright will speak. A meal of soup, bread and conversation follows.




The Spanish Major, Study Abroad, and You
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: Orientation about applying to study abroad and helpful hints to maximize your
opportunities to improve your proficiency while abroad. Required for Span 303 students





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: HIIT @6:30am, Tae Kwon Do @4:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab





Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Rocky Moo
Cost: Varies
Details: Come to Rocky Moo anytime between 6-9 p.m. and eat some dessert and say




First To Go Bingo
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: In honor of First-Gen week join us for free food, fun playing bingo and a chance





Meet the Curator: Anne Collins Smith
Date/Time: 11/6/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Art Museum (RSRCA)
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a gallery talk and reception with Anne Collins Smith, Curator
of Collections at Spelman College's Museum of Fine Art, as she shares her love of using
art to tell stories. Smith plays an important role in the museum's mission to highlight
works by and about women of the African Diaspora in its programs, exhibitions, and
permanent collections. She will also speak about LaToya Ruby Frazier's exhibition "The
Notion of Family." Three photographs from this collection, on loan from Spelman






Sugah Cakes Food Truck
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: The Sugah Cakes food truck will be on campus Nov. 7, at 11 a.m. giving out





Date/Time: 11/7/2019 5:30:00 PM
Location: Black Box Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Take a study break and join Wofford's sorority women and Panhellenic Council
for cupcakes in The Black Box Theater in Campus Life from 5:30 - 7 p.m. Cupcakes from




National First-Generation College Student Day
Date/Time: 11/8/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Front of Burwell
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we celebrate National First-Generation College Student Day with





Date/Time: 11/13/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join WAC for an awesome night of singing, dancing, and other fun and
entertaining acts performed by your peers and fellow students! Sign up by Nov. 8, at 5







International Programs Photo Contest - Entries due November 11
Details: Students that participated in a Wofford-approved study abroad program during
Fall 2018, Spring 2019, or Summer 2019 are invited to submit their best photos from
abroad in the 2019 International Programs Photo Contest. First prize: $250! For further






Fall in Love with Theta
Details: Come meet the sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta and enjoy some yummy fall treats!
There will be a DIY caramel apple bar, an apple cider bar, and more! Time: 6:30-8:30




Employee Wellness Screening 
Details: Employees who wish to be included in the Wellness Plan at Wofford need to
contact Lisa Lefebvre at lefebvrelm@wofford.edu this week in order to participate in our
wellness screenings. These screenings were to be completed by 10/31/19. 




Men's Basketball Championship Banner Reveal | Saturday
Details: Join us this Saturday night as we unveil the Southern Conference Championship
banner and the NCAA Tournament banner prior to the Wofford Basketball game vs. High
Point. Our pregame ceremony will begin at 6:55 p.m. and the first 1,000 fans will receive




Today: The Citadel Graduate Programs
Details: Join us in The Space as The Citadel will be here from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. to share
information about their graduate programs and certificates, test prep and research and
developmental opportunities available on the graduate level. 




Details: Stop by the Seal of Old Main for Wofford HOSA's first official event on
Thursday, Nov. 7! Come by to learn about our organization, the National Pediatric Cancer





Campus Union Spring Allocations
Details: All students running chartered student organizations in need of Spring funding
from Campus Union are encouraged to fill out an allocations application linked below.
Applications are due by email on Nov. 13, at 11:59 p.m. Interviews will begin Nov. 15.
Please let me know if you have any questions. https://www.wofford.edu/student-





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 7, 2019
Date: November 7, 2019 at 8:41 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





South Carolina Washington Semester Program Information Session
Sugah Cakes Food Truck
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Panhellenic Cupcake Social
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Upcoming Events
Volleyball | Friday | Wofford Mason Jar Giveaway
Volleyball | Saturday | Senior Day
Men's Basketball Championship Banner Reveal | Saturday
Blood Drive
Office of International Programs Pop-Up in the Library
The Study Abroad Fair
Announcements
PAWS-giving Hosted By PAWS for a Cause
Philanthropy Week
Would you like to be part of the MLK Jr. Planning Committee?




HOSA Bake Sale 
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 10:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Bldg.
Cost: 
Details: Stop by the Seal of Old Main for Wofford HOSA's first official event! Come by
Details: Stop by the Seal of Old Main for Wofford HOSA's first official event! Come by
to learn about our organization, the National Pediatric Cancer Foundation, and of course,
buy some good food! (We will have gluten free AND vegan options as well)
Contact: Emily Hathcock 
Email: hathcockee@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-437-0689
South Carolina Washington Semester Program Information Session
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: MSBVC - International Programs Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: The South Carolina Washington Semester Internship Program
(https://www.sc.edu/study/colleges_schools/honors_college/experience/internships/washi
ngton_semester/) gives students in universities and colleges across the state of South
Carolina the opportunity to spend a semester working and taking classes in Washington
DC, gaining valuable experience while earning academic credit toward their degrees. A
representative of the program will be on campus to share more information about the




Sugah Cakes Food Truck
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: The Sugah Cakes food truck will be on campus Nov. 7, at 11 a.m. giving out




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Power Pilates @4:30, Ab-





Date/Time: 11/7/2019 5:30:00 PM
Location: Black Box Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Take a study break and join Wofford's sorority women and Panhellenic Council
for cupcakes in The Black Box Theater in Campus Life TODAY from 5:30 - 7 p.m.
Cupcakes from Sugah Cakes will be provided.




Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/7/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre opens its 50th season tonight with Annie Baker's "Circle Mirror
Transformation"! Prof. Dan Day directs two alternating casts of Wofford students in this
play, which runs from Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre, at 8
p.m. nightly. "Circle Mirror Transformation" takes place in the fictional town of Shirley,
Vermont, where five characters from very different walks of life come together for an
acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher perform acting exercises together,
the creative process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as relationships are tested
and long-hidden truths are revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be purchased in
advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice. Same-day online ticket sales close at 6 p.m., and
the box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts.
No late seating is permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five minutes prior to
showtime. This year, Wofford Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE THEATRE
THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday performances, Wofford students
with valid college IDs may pick up free tickets from the box office, starting at 7 p.m.
Limit one per student, while seats are available. These tickets may not be reserved in






Volleyball | Friday | Wofford Mason Jar Giveaway
Date/Time: 11/8/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: We'll be giving away a limited number of Wofford mason jars at this Friday's




Volleyball | Saturday | Senior Day
Date/Time: 11/9/2019 3:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Cost: 
Details: The Terriers host ETSU on Saturday at 3 p.m. Join us for a special pregame




Men's Basketball Championship Banner Reveal | Saturday
Date/Time: 11/9/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Join us this Saturday night as we unveil the Southern Conference Championship
banner and the NCAA Tournament banner prior to the Wofford Basketball game vs. High
Point. Our pregame ceremony will begin at 6:55 p.m. and the first 1,000 fans will receive





Date/Time: 11/11/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Main Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Donate blood with The Blood Connection this Monday, Nov. 11, from 11 a.m. - 4
p.m. All donors will receive a $20 gift card! To register and make an appointment please





Office of International Programs Pop-Up in the Library
Date/Time: 11/11/2019 2:00:00 PM
Location: Sandor Teszler Library, 1st Floor
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in studying abroad for a summer, semester, or year? Amy Lancaster
from the Office of International Programs (OIP) will be hosting open advising hours at
the "pop-up" space on the first floor of the Sandor Teszler Library on Monday, Nov. 11,
from 2-5 p.m. Stop by to learn about study and intern abroad opportunities, ask any




The Study Abroad Fair
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall, Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities.
For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. There will be fun, festivities, and prizes






PAWS-giving Hosted By PAWS for a Cause
Details: From Nov. 4 - 15, PAWS for a Cause will be collecting paper towel and toilet
paper rolls to make rabbit toys for Brother Wolf Animal Recuse. There is also an option to
venmo $1 @Madison-SInclair-5 for hay and other supplies they need. Big Brother animal
rescue had 45 rabbits dropped off and are in need. Donation boxes are at Miliken and






Details: Thank You Tuesday- Nov. 12 from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., in the Galleria and Campus
Life Building. Join us in taking time to thank a donor! First 50 students get a Wofford
prize pack! Young Alum Philanthropy Panel and Social- Nov. 13 at 4 p.m. in the
Papadopoulos Building. Come hear about how Philanthropy has shaped the lives of
Wofford Young Alums. Networking Reception to follow. Trivia Thursday- Nov. 14 at 6
p.m. in the Galleria. Come test your knowledge of Wofford! First 9 to register get free
fries. Grand Prize Pack includes: Charlotte Hornets Tickets, Gift Cards, Hydro Flasks, and




Would you like to be part of the MLK Jr. Planning Committee? 
Details: All Wofford community members are invited to come to the planning committee
meeting on Thursday, Nov. 7, at 2 p.m. in the the International Program-Community




Memorial Auditorium Parking Restrictions
Details: The auditorium will have an event on Friday, Nov. 8, and will require the use of
their parking spaces. Please do not park in non-Wofford designated spaces in the
auditorium lot on Friday morning. Wofford-leased spaces will be open for our use as
usual.
Contact: LT Dwayne Harris
Email: harrisde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4354
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 8, 2019
Date: November 8, 2019 at 8:42 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 8,
2019
Today's Events
National First-Generation College Student Day
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Volleyball | Wofford Mason Jar Giveaway | 6 PM
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Upcoming Events
Volleyball | Saturday | Senior Day
Men's Basketball Championship Banner Reveal | Saturday
Blood Drive
Thank You Tuesday
The Pedagogy and Power of Undergraduate Research Luncheon Series
Wofford's Got Talent
Poet Morri Creech
The Study Abroad Fair
Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
Announcements
International Programs Photo Contest - Entries due November 11
Philanthropy Week
Today's Events
National First-Generation College Student Day
Date/Time: 11/8/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Front of Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we celebrate National First-Generation College Student Day with music and giveaways




Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/8/2019 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us TODAY: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab @5:00...SUNDAY: Boot





Volleyball | Wofford Mason Jar Giveaway | 6 PM
Date/Time: 11/8/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: We'll be giving away a limited number of Wofford mason jars at tonight's volleyball match! The




Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/8/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre opens its 50th season this week with Annie Baker's "Circle Mirror
Transformation"! Dan Day directs two alternating casts of Wofford students in this play, which runs from
Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre, at 8 p.m. nightly. "Circle Mirror
Transformation" takes place in the fictional town of Shirley, Vermont, where five characters from very
different walks of life come together for an acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher
perform acting exercises together, the creative process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as
relationships are tested and long-hidden truths are revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be
purchased in advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice. Same-day online ticket sales close at 6 p.m., and the
box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts. No late seating is
permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five minutes prior to showtime. This year, Wofford
Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE THEATRE THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday
performances, Wofford students with valid college IDs may pick up free tickets from the box office,
starting at 7 p.m. Limit one per student, while seats are available. These tickets may not be reserved in





Volleyball | Saturday | Senior Day
Date/Time: 11/9/2019 3:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: The Terriers host ETSU on Saturday at 3 p.m. Join us for a special pregame recognition of the




Men's Basketball Championship Banner Reveal | Saturday
Date/Time: 11/9/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Join us this Saturday night as we unveil the Southern Conference Championship banner and the
NCAA Tournament banner prior to the Wofford Basketball game vs. High Point. Our pregame ceremony will





Date/Time: 11/11/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Main Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Donate blood with The Blood Connection this Monday, Nov. 11, from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. All donors






Date/Time: 11/12/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Galleria and Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: November 12 in Galleria and Campus Life Building from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Take time to thank a




The Pedagogy and Power of Undergraduate Research Luncheon Series
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and staff members please join us for the second event in The Pedagogy and Power of
Undergraduate Research Luncheon Series. We will have a panel discussion with Dr. Kimberly A. Rostan, Dr.
Laura H. Barbas Rhoden and Dr. Christine S. Dinkins on the topic of mentoring students engaged in
undergraduate research. A complimentary lunch will be provided. Sponsored by the Center for Innovation
and Learning and the Office of Undergraduate Research. 




Date/Time: 11/13/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join WAC for an awesome night of singing, dancing, and other fun and entertaining acts






Date/Time: 11/13/2019 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: free




The Study Abroad Fair
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall, Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study Abroad Fair.
Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on hand to answer questions and
provide further information on study abroad opportunities. For more information about studying abroad at





Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theatre
Location: Tony White Theatre
Cost: FREE
Details: MARK YOUR CALENDARS PPL because tacky prom is almost here. Wear literally whatever you
want. Go to local thrift stores and buy the first things you find. It's going down in Campus Life next Friday





International Programs Photo Contest - Entries due November 11
Details: Students who participated in a Wofford-approved study abroad program during Fall 2018, Spring
2019 or Summer 2019 are invited to submit their best photos from abroad in the 2019 International







Details: Thank You Tuesday: Nov. 12, from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., in the Galleria and Campus Life Building.
Take time to thank a donor! First 50 students get a Wofford prize pack! Young Alum Philanthropy Panel
and Social: Nov. 13 at 4 p.m., in the Papadopoulos Building. Come hear about how philanthropy has
shaped the lives of Wofford young alums. Networking reception to follow. Trivia Thursday: Nov. 14 at 6
p.m., in the Galleria. Test your knowledge of Wofford! First 9 to register get free fries. Grand prize pack






Found: A charm has been found in the 2nd floor women's restroom in Olin. To claim, please email or stop




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, Nov. 11, 2019
Date: November 11, 2019 at 8:28 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 11, 2019
Today's Events
Blood Drive
Office of International Programs Pop-Up in the Library TODAY






Interim 2020 Travel/Study Student Pre-Departure Orientation
Lecture: "Queer Medievalism and the U.S. South" by Tison Pugh
Sigma Nu Luau
Men's Basketball vs. William & Mary | Tuesday
Knitty Gritty Meeting
Poet Morri Creech
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
The Study Abroad Fair
Careers & Beers 2.0
Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
Announcements
International Programs Photo Contest - Entries due TODAY at 5 pm!
Boren Scholarship Internal Deadline
PAWS-giving Hosted by PAWS for a Cause
Wofford Women of Color IHop percent Night!
Philanthropy Week
T-shirt Giveaway | Volleyball vs. The Citadel | Wednesday
Campus Union Spring Allocations
Today's Events
Blood Drive
Date/Time: 11/11/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: FREE
Details: Donate blood with The Blood Connection TODAY from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in front of Old Main. All





Office of International Programs Pop-Up in the Library TODAY
Date/Time: 11/11/2019 2:00:00 PM
Location: Sandor Teszler Library, 1st Floor
Cost: n/a
Details: Interested in studying abroad for a summer, semester or year? Amy Lancaster from the Office of
International Programs will be hosting open advising hours at the "pop-up" space on the first floor of the
Sandor Teszler Library TODAY from 2-5 p.m. Stop by to learn about study and intern abroad opportunities,




Today's Fitness Class Schedule!
Date/Time: 11/11/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: free





Movie Night !! 
Date/Time: 11/11/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater 
Cost: free
Details: Come join Active Minds for a little study break while we watch Over the Hedge and eat pizza :) 
Contact: Addie Meredith 
Email: mereditham@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 706-945-7303
Freshman Bible Study 
Date/Time: 11/11/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Lobby 
Cost: FREE 
Details: Come join us for our Campus Outreach freshman bible study! There will be time to meet others,
hang out and read the Bible! You do not have to have a Bible or any prior knowledge to join. Come see
what (and who) we are all about and give us a chance to get to know you too. Check out the instagram




Upperclassman Bible Study 
Date/Time: 11/11/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Shipp Lobby 
Cost: FREE 
Details: Come join us for our Campus Outreach upperclassman bible study! There will be time to meet
others, hang out and read the Bible! You do not have to have a Bible or any prior knowledge to join. Come
see what (and who) we are all about and give us a chance to get to know you too. Check out the






Date/Time: 11/12/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Galleria and Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Cost: Free




Interim 2020 Travel/Study Student Pre-Departure Orientation
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: 
Details: This pre-departure orientation session will cover important health and safety information to
prepare students for their upcoming international Interim travel/study programs. All students who will be




Lecture: "Queer Medievalism and the U.S. South" by Tison Pugh
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: none
Details: Dr. Tison Pugh is a professor of English at the University of Central Florida and author of
"Precious Perversions: Humor, Homosexuality and the Southern Literary Canon" (2016) and "Chaucer's
(Anti-) Eroticisms and the Queer Middle Ages" (2014). In his lecture, "Queer Medievalism in the U.S.
South," he will explore the ways in which gender, class and power ? as well as definitions of masculinity ?





Sigma Nu Luau 
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Greek Village
Cost: 
Details: Join the members of Sigma Nu at the Greek Village on Tuesday, Nov. 12 for their charity event to




Men's Basketball vs. William & Mary | Tuesday
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: The Terriers play their final home game of November tomorrow night as Wofford hosts William &





Date/Time: 11/12/2019 8:15:00 PM
Location: Game Room in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Join Knitty Gritty to relax and learn knit and crochet. All supplies are provided and no experience





Date/Time: 11/13/2019 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: free





Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre's production of "Circle Mirror Transformation" continues this week! Prof. Dan Day
directs two alternating casts of Wofford students in this play, which runs from Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the
Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre, at 8 p.m. nightly. "Circle Mirror Transformation" takes place in the
fictional town of Shirley, Vermont, where five characters from very different walks of life come together for
an acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher perform acting exercises together, the creative
process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as relationships are tested and long-hidden truths are
revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be purchased in advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice.
Same-day online ticket sales close at 6 p.m., and the box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger
Richardson Center for the Arts. No late seating is permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five
minutes prior to showtime. This year, Wofford Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE THEATRE
THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday performances, Wofford students with valid college IDs
may pick up free tickets from the box office, starting at 7 p.m. Limit one per student, while seats are
available. These tickets may not be reserved in advance. Seating is limited, so arrive early to take




The Study Abroad Fair
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall, Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study Abroad Fair.
Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-hand to answer questions and
provide further information on study abroad opportunities. For more information about studying abroad at





Careers & Beers 2.0
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: The Space 
Cost: 
Details: Beers & Careers Networking Event 2.0 presented by RJ Rockers, The Silo and The Space. Learn
how to use myMentor, LinkedIn and Handshake in your networking and professional development process.
Free food and drink is available on a first come first serve basis. Bring a valid government issued photo




Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theatre
Cost: FREE
Details: Everyone's favorite night has arrived: the night where you can show up, show out and have a
great time. The dress code? Anything and everything and whatever you want. The venue? The old black
box theater in Campus Life. The time? 9-11:30 p.m. Look out for posts on the Instagram @woffordfinite.





International Programs Photo Contest - Entries due TODAY at 5 pm!
Details: Students who participated in a Wofford-approved study abroad program during Fall 2018, Spring
2019 or Summer 2019 are invited to submit their best photos from abroad in the 2019 International






Boren Scholarship Internal Deadline
Details: Boren Scholarships, an initiative of the National Security Education Program, provide unique
funding opportunities for U.S. undergraduate students to study less commonly taught languages in world
regions critical to U.S. interests and underrepresented in study abroad, including Africa, Asia, Central and
Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America and the Middle East. The countries of Western Europe, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand are excluded. Boren Scholars represent a vital pool of highly motivated
individuals who wish to work in the federal national security arena. In exchange for funding, Boren
Scholars commit to working in the federal government for at least one year after graduation. Students
interested in applying for this competitive scholarship should contact Amy Lancaster as soon as possible.
The on-campus deadline for 2020-21 Boren applications is Dec. 15, but interested students should begin




PAWS-giving Hosted by PAWS for a Cause
Details: From Nov. 4-15, PAWS for a Cause will be collecting paper towel and toilet paper rolls to make
rabbit toys for Brother Wolf Animal Recuse. There is also an option to venmo $1 @Madison-SInclair-5 for
hay and other supplies they need. Big Brother animal rescue had 45 rabbits dropped off and are in need.
Donation boxes are in Milliken and Burwell. Stop by our table on Nov. 12 from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. at Burwell




Wofford Women of Color IHop percent Night!
Details: Join Wofford Women of Color at IHop (2095 E Main St, Spartanburg) Nov. 14 anytime between 2-
10 p.m. to raise money for our annual Golden Affair! Just show the flyer posted around campus to your





Details: Thank You Tuesday: Nov. 12 in the Galleria of the MSBVC and Campus Life Building from 11 a.m.
- 1 p.m. Take time to thank a donor! First 50 students get a Wofford prize pack! Young Alum Philanthropy
Panel and Social: Nov. 13 in the Papadopoulos Room at 4 p.m. Hear about how philanthropy has shaped
the lives of Wofford young alums. Networking reception to follow. Trivia Thursday: Nov. 14 in the Galleria
at 6 p.m. Test your knowlege of Wofford! First 9 to register get free fries. Grand prize pack Includes:




T-shirt Giveaway | Volleyball vs. The Citadel | Wednesday
Details: We'll be giving away free jersey t-shirts to the first 100 students at Wednesday night's volleyball




Campus Union Spring Allocations
Details: All students running chartered student organizations in need of Spring funding from Campus
Details: All students running chartered student organizations in need of Spring funding from Campus
Union are encouraged to fill out an allocations application linked below. Applications are due by email on
Nov. 13 at 11:59 p.m. Interviews will begin Nov. 15. Please let me know if you have any questions.






Found: A charm has been found in the 2nd floor women's restroom in Olin. To claim, please email or stop




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 12, 2019
Date: November 12, 2019 at 8:59 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 12, 2019
 
Today's Events
Interim 2020 Travel/Study Student Pre-Departure Orientation
Thank You Tuesday
The Pedagogy and Power of Undergraduate Research Luncheon Series
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Procrastination Tuesday
Men's Basketball vs. WIlliam & Mary | 7 PM




Exhibit Talk: 50 and Forward: The Sandor Teszler Library since 1969
Young Alum Philanthropy Panel and Social
T-shirt Giveaway | Volleyball vs. The Citadel | Wednesday
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
The Study Abroad Fair
A Day For Wofford- On Campus Event
Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
CIL and Diversity & Inclusion Book Club
SAE Jed Philanthropy Cookout
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Powered by Women
Movie Night and Popcorn Bar Screening of "Joy"
Announcements
2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote Now
PAWS-giving Hosted by PAWS for a Cause
An Evening With Fred and Dinah Gretsch
Campus Union Spring Allocations
Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive






Interim 2020 Travel/Study Student Pre-Departure Orientation
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: 
Details: This pre-departure orientation session will cover important health and safety
information to prepare students for their upcoming international Interim travel/study
programs. All students who will be participating in an international Interim 2020





Date/Time: 11/12/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: The Galleria and Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Nov. 12 in Galleria and Campus Life Building from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Take time to




The Pedagogy and Power of Undergraduate Research Luncheon Series
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and staff members please join us for the second event in The Pedagogy
and Power of Undergraduate Research Luncheon Series. We will have a panel discussion
with Dr. Kimberly A. Rostan, Dr. Laura H. Barbas Rhoden and Dr. Christine S. Dinkins
on the topic of mentoring students engaged in undergraduate research. A complimentary
lunch will be provided. Sponsored by the Center for Innovation and Learning and the
Office of Undergraduate Research.? 
Contact: Anne Catlla or Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4402
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Power Pilates @4:30, Ab-
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Power Pilates @4:30, Ab-






Date/Time: 11/12/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy an evening away from your homework with some members of
the Geek Guild as we watch some relaxing and funny shows in Olin 114. 
Contact: Christopher Michael Overton
Email: overtoncm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-510-1997
Men's Basketball vs. WIlliam & Mary | 7 PM
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford hosts William & Mary tonight at 7 p.m.! The Terriers have the fourth
longest active streak in the country with 17 consecutive home wins and we need your help




James-Atkins Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 11/12/2019 7:30:00 PM
Location: MSBVC 104
Cost: 
Details: Interested in investing and portfolio management? All students are invited to





Date/Time: 11/12/2019 8:15:00 PM
Location: Game Room in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Join Knitty Gritty to relax and learn knit and crochet. All supplies are provided
and no experience necessary. We will serve food from Olive Garden, and will be watching








Date/Time: 11/13/2019 1:00:00 PM
Location: Lobby of Campus Life
Cost: 
Details: Come relive that post-midterm stress with Create! We will be painting in Campus




Exhibit Talk: 50 and Forward: The Sandor Teszler Library since 1969
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 4:00:00 PM
Location: Library Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: The popular exhibit celebrating the library's 50th anniversary, "50 and Forward:
The Sandor Teszler Library Since 1969," has a reception and exhibit talk this week!




Young Alum Philanthropy Panel and Social
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Papadopoulos Building
Cost: Free
Details: Located in the Papadopoulos Building at 4 p.m.! Hear about how Philanthropy




T-shirt Giveaway | Volleyball vs. The Citadel | Wednesday
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: We'll be giving away free jersey t-shirts to the first 100 students at Wednesday






Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre's production of "Circle Mirror Transformation" continues this
week! Prof. Dan Day directs two alternating casts of Wofford students in this play, which
runs from Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre, at 8 p.m.
nightly. "Circle Mirror Transformation" takes place in the fictional town of Shirley,
Vermont, where five characters from very different walks of life come together for an
acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher perform acting exercises together,
the creative process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as relationships are tested
and long-hidden truths are revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be purchased in
advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice. Same-day online ticket sales close at 6 p.m., and
the box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts.
No late seating is permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five minutes prior to
showtime. This year, Wofford Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE THEATRE
THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday performances, Wofford students
with valid college IDs may pick up free tickets from the box office, starting at 7 p.m.
Limit one per student, while seats are available. These tickets may not be reserved in




The Study Abroad Fair
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall, Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities.
For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. There will be fun, festivities, and prizes




A Day For Wofford- On Campus Event
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 10:00:00 AM
Location: The Galleria at MSBVC
Cost: Free
Details: Celebrate all things Wofford at the on-campus event on a Day For Wofford! First
100 attendees will receive a Krispy Kreme doughnut, and the first 50 donors will receive
a Day For Wofford T-Shirt and Sticker. Come out and show other terriers that you are
FOR Wofford! All students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend, and have a chance to




Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Everyone's favorite night has arrived: the night where you can show up, show
out, and have a great time. The dress code? Anything and everything and whatever you
want. The venue? The old black box theater in Campus Life. The time? 9 - 11:30 p.m.
Look out for posts on the Instagram @woffordfinite. The more, the merrier, so come one,




CIL and Diversity & Inclusion Book Club
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Free
Details: The final CIL and Diversity & Inclusion book club meeting for this semester will
be a discussion of "Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher" by Stephen Brookfield on
Tuesday, Nov. 19, 11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m., in Holcombe room. You are welcome to join the
discussion, even if you haven't read the book. 
Contact: Anne Catlla and Bego?a Caballero
Email: catllaaj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4462
SAE Jed Philanthropy Cookout 
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 5:00:00 PM
Location: Whiteman Pavilion
Cost: $10
Details: SAE is partnering again with The Jed Foundation to raise money for mental
health awareness. Our first annual cookout was a huge success and we look forward to
seeing everyone come out again this year for another delicious meal in support of a great
cause. Tickets are $10 and will be sold outside of Burwell for the rest of the week. You
may also find any SAE member for more information regarding the event and ticket sales.
We look forward to seeing y'all there. 
Contact: George Nicholas Skenteris
Email: georgeskenteris@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 8643959748
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: The Resilience Project is hosting this open-mic night as a way for people to come
share stories of a time they messed up, to show the Wofford community we aren't alone in





Date/Time: 11/20/2019 5:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: n celebration of Global Entrepreneurship Week, this panel discussion will
showcase the unstoppable drive, determination and sources of inspiration of four female
entrepreneurs who are driving economic growth and social impact. They'll talk about
dreaming big, taking risks, overcoming challenges and creating impact through





Movie Night and Popcorn Bar Screening of "Joy"
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Joy is a 2015 American biographical comedy-drama film, starring Jennifer
Lawrence as Joy Mangano, a self-made millionaire who created her own business empire.
Facing betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the scars of love, Joy becomes a true
girl boss of family and enterprise. An inventor and entrepreneur, Joy is known for the
invention of the self-wringing Miracle Mop and holds more than 100 patents for her






2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote Now
Details: The 2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest is open for voting! Students, faculty, and
staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday, Nov. 22, at





PAWS-giving Hosted by PAWS for a Cause
Details: From Nov. 4 - 15, PAWS for a Cause will be collecting paper towel and toilet
paper rolls to make rabbit toys for Brother Wolf Animal Recuse. There is also an option to
venmo $1 @Madison-SInclair-5 for hay and other supplies they need. Big Brother animal
rescue had 45 rabbits dropped off and are in need. Donation boxes are at Miliken and





An Evening With Fred and Dinah Gretsch
Details: Thursday, Nov. 14. 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. Fred Gretsch,
president, and Dinah Gretsch, CFO and COO of Gretsch Musical Instruments Inc will
share their insights and wisdom gathered over a collective 94-year period of experience in





Campus Union Spring Allocations
Details: All students running chartered student organizations in need of Spring funding
from Campus Union are encouraged to fill out an allocations application linked below.
Applications are due by email on Nov. 13, at 11:59 p.m. Interviews will begin Nov. 15.
Please let me know if you have any questions. https://www.wofford.edu/student-





Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive 
Details: Help Alpha Phi Omega collect canned goods to donate to the Spartanburg
community soup kitchen. Please donate your cans into one of the boxes located around
campus (Roger Milliken Science Center, Galleria, Greene common room, Marsh,
Burwell, & Olin). Attach a sticky note with your name and email to your cans, and the




Wofford Women of Color IHop percent Night
Details: Join Wofford Women of Color at IHop (2095 E Main St, Spartanburg, SC 29307)
Thursday, Nov. 14, anytime between 2 - 10 p.m. to raise money for our annual Golden
Thursday, Nov. 14, anytime between 2 - 10 p.m. to raise money for our annual Golden
Affair! Just show the flyer posted around campus to your server or say you are there to





Details: Join us for a community gathering of Wofford's innovators and entrepreneurs. If
you're interested in learning more about entrepreneurship at Wofford, operating your own
startup or anywhere in between, this meetup is for you. This month, Mitchel Saum '17,
former member of LAUNCH will talk about how to start and grow a million dollar




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 13, 2019
Date: November 13, 2019 at 8:45 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Bookstore Sale: 11/13 and 11/14
a simple meal
Create!
Exhibit Talk: 50 and Forward: The Sandor Teszler Library since 1969
Young Alum Philanthropy Panel and Social
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
French Film and Pizza Night
T-shirt Giveaway | Volleyball vs. The Citadel | 6 PM
Wofford's Got Talent
Poet Morri Creech
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Campus Outreach
Upcoming Events
The Study Abroad Fair
Coffee Break
Environmental Humanities and Degrowth in the Age of Extinction: Insights from
Post-2008 Spain
Trivia Thursday
A Day For Wofford- On Campus Event
Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
An Evening With Nikki Haley at Converse College
Pre-Law Speaker William A. Carleton
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Announcements
International Professional Development Opportunity
Campus Union Spring Allocations
Stats Project: Wofford's Dining Options
Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive





Bookstore Sale: 11/13 and 11/14
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 9:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Prices vary
Details: We have hot deals to warm you up at the "Bundle Up and Stock Up Sale" which
is going on through Thursday! Save 25% on ALL apparel with long sleeves: outerwear,
fleece, hoodies, long sleeve t-shirts, etc. Save 25% on cold weather accessories like
gloves, beanies, and scarves. Save 25% on ALL Under Armour and Adidas brand apparel.






Date/Time: 11/13/2019 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: A Simple Meal has moved to 12: 30 p.m. This is a brief time of student-led
music, prayers, scripture and reflections. Communion or a blessing is offered by Rev.
Ron. A meal of soup, bread and conversation follows. Whatever your tradition, all are





Date/Time: 11/13/2019 1:00:00 PM
Location: Lobby of Campus Life
Cost: 
Details: Come relieve your post-midterm stress with Create! We will be painting in




Exhibit Talk: 50 and Forward: The Sandor Teszler Library since 1969
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 4:00:00 PM
Location: Library Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: The popular exhibit celebrating the library's 50th anniversary, "50 and Forward:
The Sandor Teszler Library Since 1969," has a reception and exhibit talk today! Please
The Sandor Teszler Library Since 1969," has a reception and exhibit talk today! Please




Young Alum Philanthropy Panel and Social
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Papadopoulos Building
Cost: Free
Details: Located in the Papadopoulos Building at 4 p.m.! Hear about how Philanthropy




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: HIIT @6:30am, Tae Kwon Do @4:30pm, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab




French Film and Pizza Night
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 5:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115 & 116
Cost: Free
Details: TODAY the French Club will show "La Delicatesse," a 2012 French romantic
comedy about a Parisian businesswoman, played by Audrey Tautou of Amelie fame,
coping with sudden widowhood. When she eventually finds love again, not everyone is
pleased. Pizza at 5 p.m., film at 5:30 p.m.; in French with English subtitles. Brief
discussion to follow. RSVP to Dr. Mark (markca@wofford.edu) by 3 p.m. Wednesday so
we'll know how much pizza to order! 
Contact: Dr. Caroline Mark
Email: markca@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4507
T-shirt Giveaway | Volleyball vs. The Citadel | 6 PM
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: We'll be giving away free jersey t-shirts to the first 100 students at tonight's







Date/Time: 11/13/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Come join WAC and emcee Morgan Jay for Wofford's Got Talent TONIGHT!
Morgan Jay has over five years of stand-up comedy experience and is currently starring
on NBC's Bring the Funny. TONIGHT is guaranteed to be a funny and awesome





Date/Time: 11/13/2019 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free




Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/13/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre's production of "Circle Mirror Transformation" continues this
week! Prof. Dan Day directs two alternating casts of Wofford students in this play, which
runs from Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre, at 8 p.m.
nightly. "Circle Mirror Transformation" takes place in the fictional town of Shirley,
Vermont, where five characters from very different walks of life come together for an
acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher perform acting exercises together,
the creative process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as relationships are tested
and long-hidden truths are revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be purchased in
advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice. Same-day online ticket sales close at 6 p.m., and
the box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts.
No late seating is permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five minutes prior to
showtime. This year, Wofford Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE THEATRE
THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday performances, Wofford students
with valid college IDs may pick up free tickets from the box office, starting at 7 p.m.
Limit one per student, while seats are available. These tickets may not be reserved in





Date/Time: 11/13/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater 
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us for our weekly Campus Outreach meeting! This week the meeting
will be in the Tony White Theater (aka the Black Box in Campus Life)! There will be
time to meet others, hang out and eat snacks. Come see what (and who) we are all about
and give us a chance to get to know you too. Check out the instagram @co_wofford to get






The Study Abroad Fair
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall, Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities.
For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. There will be fun, festivities, and prizes





Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Bldg. 
Cost: Free
Details: Active Minds is hosting a coffee break with Krispy Kreme coffee and donuts! So
stop by the seal and grab something quick!
Contact: Addie Meredith 
Email: mereditham@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 706-945-7303
Environmental Humanities and Degrowth in the Age of Extinction: Insights from
Post-2008 Spain
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 5:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: In this talk, Dr. Inaki Pradanos Garcia (Associate Professor of Contemporary
Spanish Culture at Miami University) brings together environmental cultural studies and
postgrowth economics to examine cultural shifts happening in Spain in the wake of the
global financial crisis of 2008. Dr. Pradanos will discuss the implications for Spain of the
globalization of an economic culture addicted to growth and cultural sensibilities that are
challenging the growth paradigm in the Iberian Peninsula.




Date/Time: 11/14/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Galleria 
Cost: Free
Details: Located in the Galleria at 6 p.m. Test your knowledge of Wofford! First 9 to
register get free fries. Grand Prize Pack includes: Charlotte Hornets Tickets, Gift Cards,




A Day For Wofford- On Campus Event
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 10:00:00 AM
Location: The Galleria at MSBVC
Cost: Free
Details: Celebrate all things Wofford at the on-campus event on a Day For Wofford! First
100 attendees will receive a Krispy Kreme doughnut, and the first 50 donors will receive
a Day For Wofford T-Shirt and Sticker. Come out and show other terriers that you are
FOR Wofford! All students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend, and have a chance to




Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Everyone's favorite night has arrived: the night where you can show up, show
out, and have a great time. The dress code? Anything and everything and whatever you
want. The venue? The old black box theater in Campus Life. The time? 9 - 11:30 p.m.
Look out for posts on the Instagram @woffordfinite. The more, the merrier, so come one,




An Evening With Nikki Haley at Converse College
Date/Time: 11/16/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Twitchell Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Converse College has reserved balcony seating exclusively for Wofford Students
on Saturday for an evening with Nikki Haley. Ambassador Haley will be discussing her
forthcoming book, "With All Due Respect" with President Krista Newkirk. The event is
$30.00 for the general public (they receive a copy of the book), but it is free for Wofford
students with their student ID at the door (you will not receive a copy of the book). The




Pre-Law Speaker William A. Carleton
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Space at the Mungo Center
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Pre-Law will be hosting William A. Carleton in the space on Monday,
Nov. 18, at 4 p.m. Carleton holds a J.D. from Cornell Law and is partner in the McNaul




Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Black Box Theater in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: The Resilience Project is hosting this open-mic night as a way for people to come
share stories of a time they messed up, to show the Wofford community we aren't alone in






International Professional Development Opportunity
Details: Faculty and staff are invited to apply for funding to participate in the DIS
International Educators Workshop from March 9 - 13, 2020 in Copenhagen, Denmark.
The DIS International Educators Workshop will familiarize faculty and staff with the
program's academic offerings, student support services, and other opportunities co-
curricular opportunities, as well as offer the opportunity to contribute to ongoing program
curricular opportunities, as well as offer the opportunity to contribute to ongoing program
development. The workshop attendee will have the special opportunity to visit TWO
program sites and meet with Wofford students currently studying with DIS during the
spring semester. In Stockholm, participants will stay in hotels, while in Copenhagen, they
will be placed with local hosts/homestays vetted by our partners (Copenhagen). This
provides invaluable insight into the student experience abroad. To apply, please email
Amy Lancaster (lancasterae@wofford.edu), Dean of International Programs, a statement
of interest by Friday, Nov. 15. Please include the following: 1. Goals for participating in
the workshop 2. Current role in advising or supporting students 3. Current role in advising
students/approving overseas coursework for department-specific requirements (faculty
only) 4. Previous experience studying, working, or living abroad 5. Any other information
that may be helpful in the selection process The Office of International Programs, in
consultation with the Office of the Provost, will review all submissions and will give
special consideration to faculty or staff who regularly advise students, have not
participated in this site visit previously or another site visit in recent semesters, and who
demonstrate a genuine interest in the value of education abroad. Expenses covered by the
college include economy airfare, registration fees, lodging in a hotel (Stockholm) and
local hosts (Copenhagen), on-site transportation, and meals. Please see
https://disabroad.org/us-faculty-and-advisors/international-educators-workshop-iew/ for




Campus Union Spring Allocations
Details: All students running chartered student organizations in need of Spring funding
from Campus Union are encouraged to fill out an allocations application linked below.
Applications are due by email TODAY, Nov. 13, at 11:59 p.m. Interviews will begin Nov.
15. Please let me know if you have any questions. https://www.wofford.edu/student-





Stats Project: Wofford's Dining Options
Details: Our stats project group needs your help in analyzing the current state of





Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive
Details: Help Alpha Phi Omega collect canned goods during the month of November to
donate to the Spartanburg community soup kitchen. Please donate your cans into one of
the boxes located around campus (Roger Milliken Science Center, Galleria, Greene
common room, Marsh, Burwell, & Olin). Attach a sticky note with your name and email
common room, Marsh, Burwell, & Olin). Attach a sticky note with your name and email




Wofford Women of Color IHop percent Night
Details: Join Wofford Women of Color at IHop (2095 E Main St, Spartanburg, SC 29307)
Thursday, Nov. 14, anytime between 2 - 10 p.m. to raise money for our annual Golden
Affair! Just show the flyer posted around campus to your server or say you are there to




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 14, 2019
Date: November 14, 2019 at 8:39 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Bookstore Sale: Final Day
The Study Abroad Fair
Coffee Break
Canterbury: Campus Ministry Bible Study
TODAY: Careers & Beers 2.0
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Environmental Humanities and Degrowth in the Age of Extinction: Insights from
Post-2008 Spain
Trivia Thursday
An Evening With Fred and Dinah Gretsch
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
DHOP
Upcoming Events
A Day For Wofford- On Campus Event
Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
Football vs. Furman | Saturday | 130th Anniversary T-shirt Giveaway
Wofford String Ensemble and Wofford Chamber Players Presentation
Physics hosts J.D. Perez - "Seeing the Invisible"
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Lunch Faculty Talk Series
The Great American Smoke-Out Giveaway
Tri-Beta's Adopt A Highway
Announcements
2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote now
Wofford Women of Color IHop percent Night
ADMISSION PARKING LOT RESERVED FOR EVENT
The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive





Bookstore Sale: Final Day
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 9:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Prices vary
Details: We have hot deals to warm you up at the "Bundle Up and Stock Up Sale" and
TODAY is the final day! Save 25% on ALL apparel with long sleeves: outerwear, fleece,
hoodies, long sleeve t-shirts, etc. Save 25% on cold weather accessories like gloves,
beanies, and scarves. Save 25% on ALL Under Armour and Adidas brand apparel. Save




The Study Abroad Fair
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall, Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities.
For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. There will be fun, festivities, and prizes





Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Stop by on the seal to join Active Minds in a coffee break! We will have Krispy
Kreme coffee and donuts. :)
Contact: Addie Meredith 
Email: mereditham@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 706-945-7303
Canterbury: Campus Ministry Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Main 007
Cost: 
Details: Join us as we welcome the Rev. Furman Buchanan leading a bible study and
Details: Join us as we welcome the Rev. Furman Buchanan leading a bible study and




TODAY: Careers & Beers 2.0
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: 
Details: TODAY: Careers & Beers Networking Event 2.0 presented by RJ Rockers, The
Silo and The Space. Learn how to use myMentor, LinkedIn and Handshake in your
networking and professional development process. Free food and drink is available on a
first come first serve basis. There will also be promotional items/giveaways at the event.




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Power Pilates @4:30, Ab-




Environmental Humanities and Degrowth in the Age of Extinction: Insights from
Post-2008 Spain
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 5:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: free
Details: In this talk, Dr. Inaki Pradanos Garcia (Associate Professor of Contemporary
Spanish Culture at Miami University) brings together environmental cultural studies and
postgrowth economics to examine cultural shifts happening in Spain in the wake of the
global financial crisis of 2008. Dr. Pradanos will discuss the implications for Spain of the
globalization of an economic culture addicted to growth and cultural sensibilities that are
challenging the growth paradigm in the Iberian Peninsula.








Details: Located in the Galleria at 6 p.m. Test your knowledge of Wofford! First 9 to
register get free fries. Grand Prize Pack includes: Charlotte Hornets Tickets, Gift Cards,




An Evening With Fred and Dinah Gretsch
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 6:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: 
Details: Thursday, Nov. 14. 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. Fred Gretsch,
president, and Dinah Gretsch, CFO and COO of Gretsch Musical Instruments Inc will
share their insights and wisdom gathered over a collective 94-year period of experience in





Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/14/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre's production of "Circle Mirror Transformation" continues this
week! Prof. Dan Day directs two alternating casts of Wofford students in this play, which
runs from Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre, at 8 p.m.
nightly. "Circle Mirror Transformation" takes place in the fictional town of Shirley,
Vermont, where five characters from very different walks of life come together for an
acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher perform acting exercises together,
the creative process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as relationships are tested
and long-hidden truths are revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be purchased in
advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice. Same-day online ticket sales close at 6 p.m., and
the box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts.
No late seating is permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five minutes prior to
showtime. This year, Wofford Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE THEATRE
THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday performances, Wofford students
with valid college IDs may pick up free tickets from the box office, starting at 7 p.m.
Limit one per student, while seats are available. These tickets may not be reserved in





Date/Time: 11/14/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Galleria
Cost: $6 for unlimited pancakes all night long!
Cost: $6 for unlimited pancakes all night long!
Details: Come out to Tri Delta's annual DHOP to support St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital! There will be endless pancakes all night long along with a t-shirt raffle and






A Day For Wofford- On Campus Event
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 10:00:00 AM
Location: The Galleria at MSBVC
Cost: Free
Details: Celebrate all things Wofford at the on-campus event on a Day For Wofford! First
100 attendees will receive a Krispy Kreme doughnut, and the first 50 donors will receive
a Day For Wofford T-Shirt and Sticker. Come out and show other terriers that you are
FOR Wofford! All students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend, and have a chance to




Finite presents: the annual TACKY PROM
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Everyone's favorite night has arrived: the night where you can show up, show
out, and have a great time. The dress code? Anything and everything and whatever you
want. The venue? The old black box theater in Campus Life. The time? 9 - 11:30 p.m.
Look out for posts on the Instagram @woffordfinite. The more, the merrier, so come one,




Football vs. Furman | Saturday | 130th Anniversary T-shirt Giveaway
Date/Time: 11/16/2019 1:30:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford Football hosts Furman this Saturday in a must-win SoCon showdown!
We'll be giving away free t-shirts to the first 400 students as we celebrate the 130th
anniversary of college football in South Carolina, which began in 1889 with a 5-1




Wofford String Ensemble and Wofford Chamber Players Presentation
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Music Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come and hear Wofford String Ensemble Students and Wofford Chamber Players
perform an informal concert presentation of ensemble pieces and special Holiday music
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: LeeES@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4596
Physics hosts J.D. Perez - "Seeing the Invisible"
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: Free
Details: J.D. Perez, Auburn University Physics department, will speak on how space
scientists are able to make particles, waves, and fields visible and explain a variety of




Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Black Box Theater in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: The Resilience Project is hosting this open-mic night as a way for people to come
share stories of a time they messed up, to show the Wofford community we aren't alone in




Lunch Faculty Talk Series
Date/Time: 11/20/2019 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Presenter: Dr. Katerina Andrews (Department of Economics) Title: Immigration
in Europe Abstract: We will take a look at the recent patterns of migration to Europe from
Middle Eastern and North African countries. What are the economic, demographic, fiscal
and labor market effects of immigration on the receiving countries? We will also review
the evidence on immigrants' and refugees' economic and social adaptation to their host






The Great American Smoke-Out Giveaway
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Outside Burwell and Zach's
Cost: 
Details: Come celebrate our new smoke-free campus with smoke-free goody bags and
learn about our upcoming cessation classes.
Contact: Mary Kathryn McGregor
Email: mcgregormm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-818-8887
Tri-Beta's Adopt A Highway
Date/Time: 11/23/2019 8:30:00 AM
Location: Fairforest Road
Cost: Brunch
Details: Join Beta Beta Beta to maintain an SC state highway! Brunch will be covered for
up to $10 at Cracker Barrel after the event. We will meet at 8:30 a.m. in front of Burwell.
All participants will be divided into groups and walk about 3/4 miles each. Fill out the







2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote now!
Details: The 2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest is open for voting! Students, faculty, and
staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday, Nov. 22 at




Wofford Women of Color IHop percent Night
Details: Join Wofford Women of Color at IHop (2095 E Main St, Spartanburg, SC 29307)
Thursday, Nov. 14, anytime between 2 - 10 p.m. to raise money for our annual Golden
Affair! Just show the flyer posted around campus to your server or say you are there to





ADMISSION PARKING LOT RESERVED FOR EVENT
Details: Please note that the Admission Office is hosting Wofford Scholars Day events on
both Friday and Saturday of this week. We would ask that all students, faculty, and staff
please prepare to park elsewhere on Friday. If you usually park your car in the lot
overnight on Friday evenings, please plan to move your car on Thursday before our
crowds arrive. 
Contact: Mary Carman 
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Details: How do you want to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day? Dialog circles?
Panel discussions? Workshops? Presentations? Exhibits? Fellowship and community-
building? Please send your big ideas to the Wofford MLK Day Planning Committee, by





Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
Details: ODI and several partner organizations are collecting winter clothing items for the
Gifts in Kind Center. This United Way of Piedmont initiative distributes goods and
supplies to over 100 nonprofit organizations. We will collect items through the end of the





Wofford vs. Furman Student Tailgate 
Details: Join us for a post-game tailgate! The band party will be at 5 - 8 p.m. in the
Campus Life Parking Lot. Singer is recording artist, Kaitlyn Baxter! Food will be catered.





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE TO CAMPUS COMMUNITY: Important football parking information
Date: November 14, 2019 at 12:52 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford Campus Community:
This is a reminder of our important football parking information.
Please remember that for Wofford home football games, several of our parking lots are
designated for game parking.
 
All vehicles MUST BE REMOVED from these lots by 5:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 15:
 
• Campus Life Building/DuPré Hall lot.
• Verandah lot.
• Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium lot.
• Cumming Street lot.
 
Towing will be enforced at the owner’s expense.
 
Additional parking may be found on campus in these lots/areas:
 
• Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts lot.
• Marsh Hall lot.
• Calvary Church lot (Osage Street behind Senior Village).
• Grass lot across from the outfield fence of the baseball stadium.
 
NOTE: The Admission lot is NOT AVAILABLE Saturday due to an Admission Office
event; this lot must be cleared by tomorrow morning (Friday, Nov. 15). (No
overnight parking tonight so that the lot is cleared when Admission guests arrive.)
 
A parking lot owned by the City of Spartanburg on the west side of the intersection of
North Church and Evins streets, next to the Newman Center, is available.
 
Note that the Snyder Field lot is reserved for construction parking.
Football parking lots and other areas on campus cannot accommodate motor homes.
Also, faculty, staff and students are reminded that vehicles should not block fire lanes or
gates, and parking is not allowed on grass except for approved grass parking lots;
violators will be towed. Please inform any guests of these restrictions.
 
REMINDER TO FACULTY AND STAFF: The faculty-staff parking lot for football games is
Lot W, on the horseshoe behind Main Building. You must have and display your faculty-
staff parking pass to gain access.
 
One hour after the football game ends, all parking lots may be used as they are normally.
 
(See the attached map for football parking lot locations.)
 
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 15, 2019
Date: November 15, 2019 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




A Day For Wofford- On Campus Event
Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Finite presents: the 2nd annual TACKY PROM! TONIGHT
Upcoming Events
Football vs. Furman | Saturday | 130th Anniversary T-shirt Giveaway
Dedication of Painting in Great Oaks Hall
An Evening With Nikki Haley at Converse College
Women's Basketball Home Opener! | Sunday | 2 PM
Pre-Law Speaker William A. Carleton
Financial Literacy: Investing and Retirement
Entrepreneurship Meetup
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Powered by Women
Movie Night La La Land
Tri-Beta's Adopt A Highway
Announcements
PAWS-giving Hosted by PAWS for a Cause
ADMISSION PARKING LOT RESERVED FOR EVENT
The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Wofford vs. Furman Student Tailgate
Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive
German Exhibit in English and German in Olin Lobby on Transatlantic Relations
between the US and Germany








Details: WocoGIVE is having a food drive from Nov. 15 - 21! All donations will go to St.
Luke's Free Clinic. Several boxes around campus can be found for making donations
(several dormitories, Campus Life, and Roger Milliken Science Center). Please think




A Day For Wofford- On Campus Event
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 10:00:00 AM
Location: The Galleria at MSBVC
Cost: Free
Details: Celebrate all things Wofford at the on-campus event on a Day For Wofford! First
100 attendees will receive a Krispy Kreme doughnut, and the first 50 donors will receive
a Day For Wofford T-Shirt and Sticker. Come out and show other terriers that you are
FOR Wofford! All students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend, and have a chance to




Wofford Theatre Presents: Circle Mirror Transformation
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre's production of "Circle Mirror Transformation" continues this
week! Prof. Dan Day directs two alternating casts of Wofford students in this play, which
runs from Nov. 7-9 and 13-16 in the Sallenger Sisters Black Box Theatre, at 8 p.m.
nightly. "Circle Mirror Transformation" takes place in the fictional town of Shirley,
Vermont, where five characters from very different walks of life come together for an
acting class. As the students and their eccentric teacher perform acting exercises together,
the creative process engenders unexpected personal challenges, as relationships are tested
and long-hidden truths are revealed. Discounted tickets for this show may be purchased in
advance at www.wofford.edu/boxoffice. Same-day online ticket sales close at 6 p.m., and
the box office opens at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts.
No late seating is permitted. Unclaimed tickets are released for resale five minutes prior to
showtime. This year, Wofford Theatre is also pleased to announce FREE THEATRE
THURSDAYS for Wofford students! For all Thursday performances, Wofford students
with valid college IDs may pick up free tickets from the box office, starting at 7 p.m.
Limit one per student, while seats are available. These tickets may not be reserved in





Finite presents: the 2nd annual TACKY PROM! TONIGHT
Date/Time: 11/15/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater
Cost: Free
Details: BIG FUN on the night of nights tonight! Put on your tackiest shoes and basically
anything else in your closet and come out to the old black box theater in Campus Life
ready to boogie. Come one, come all, and come ready to have a ball. 





Football vs. Furman | Saturday | 130th Anniversary T-shirt Giveaway
Date/Time: 11/16/2019 1:30:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford Football hosts Furman this Saturday with the Southern Conference
championship on the line! We'll be giving away free t-shirts to the first 400 students as we
celebrate the 130th anniversary of college football in South Carolina, which began in




Dedication of Painting in Great Oaks Hall
Date/Time: 11/16/2019 5:00:00 PM
Location: Great Oaks Hall, Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: You are invited to the dedication of the painting commission by The Ruffin
Family for Wofford in memory of MacGregor Ruffin. The artist is Roger Nelson from
Blowing Rock, NC. The painting includes a North Carolina landscape with some of
MacGregor's and her family's favorite places. It is spectacular. The artist will have some




An Evening With Nikki Haley at Converse College




Details: Converse College has reserved balcony seating exclusively for Wofford Students
on Saturday for an evening with Nikki Haley. Ambassador Haley will be discussing her
forthcoming book, "With All Due Respect" with President Krista Newkirk. The event is
$30.00 for the general public (they receive a copy of the book), but it is free for Wofford
students with their student ID at the door (you will not receive a copy of the book). The




Women's Basketball Home Opener! | Sunday | 2 PM
Date/Time: 11/17/2019 2:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 





Pre-Law Speaker William A. Carleton 
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Space at the Mungo Center
Cost: 
Details: Pre-Law Speaker William A. Carleton will be speaking in the space on Monday,
Nov. 18, at 4 p.m. Carleton holds a J.D. from Cornell Law and is partner in the McNaul




Financial Literacy: Investing and Retirement
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 6:30:00 PM
Location: TBA
Cost: Free
Details: Are you interested in learning more about investing and retirement? Would you
like to better understand common terms in the financial world? Join Kareem Johnson,
Financial Advisor at Edward Jones, for a session on how you can grow your money and
plan for your later years!








Details: Join us for a community gathering of Wofford's innovators and entrepreneurs. If
you're interested in learning more about entrepreneurship at Wofford, operating your own
startup or anywhere in between, this meetup is for you. This month, Mitchel Saum '17,
former member of LAUNCH will talk about how to start and grow a million dollar




Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Black Box Theater in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: The Resilience Project is hosting this open-mic night as a way for people to come
share stories of a time they messed up, to show the Wofford community we aren't alone in





Date/Time: 11/20/2019 5:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: In celebration of Global Entrepreneurship Week, this panel discussion will
showcase the unstoppable drive, determination and sources of inspiration of four female
entrepreneurs who are driving economic growth and social impact. They'll talk about
dreaming big, taking risks, overcoming challenges and creating impact through





Movie Night La La Land
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theatre
Cost: FREE
Details: Come join WAC to experience the emotional and musical romance between Ryan





Tri-Beta's Adopt A Highway
Date/Time: 11/23/2019 8:30:00 AM
Location: Fairforest Road
Cost: Brunch
Details: Join Beta Beta Beta to maintain an SC state highway! Brunch will be covered for
up to $10 at Cracker Barrel after the event. We will meet at 8:30 a.m. in front of Burwell.
All participants will be divided into groups and walk about 3/4 miles each. Fill out the







PAWS-giving Hosted by PAWS for a Cause
Details: From Nov. 4 -15, PAWS for a Cause will be collecting paper towel and toilet
paper rolls to make rabbit toys for Brother Wolf Animal Recuse. There is also an option to
venmo $1 @Madison-SInclair-5 for hay and other supplies they need. Big Brother animal
rescue had 45 rabbits dropped off and are in need. Donation boxes are at Miliken and





ADMISSION PARKING LOT RESERVED FOR EVENT
Details: Please note that the Admission Office is hosting Wofford Scholars Day events on
both Friday and Saturday of this week. We would ask that all students, faculty, and staff
please prepare to park elsewhere on Friday. If you usually park your car in the lot
overnight on Friday evenings, please plan to move your car on Thursday before our
crowds arrive.
Contact: Mary Carman 
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Details: How do you want to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day? Dialog circles?
Panel discussions? Workshops? Presentations? Exhibits? Fellowship and community-
building? Please send your big ideas to the Wofford MLK Day Planning Committee, by






Wofford vs. Furman Student Tailgate 
Details: Join us for a post-game tailgate! The band party will be at 5 - 8 p.m., in the
Campus Life Parking Lot. Singer is recording artist, Kaitlyn Baxter! Food will be catered.





Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive
Details: Help Alpha Phi Omega collect canned goods during the month of November to
donate to the Spartanburg community soup kitchen. Please donate your cans into one of
the boxes located around campus (Roger Milliken Science Center, Galleria, Greene
common room, Marsh, Burwell, & Olin). Attach a sticky note with your name and email




German Exhibit in English and German in Olin Lobby on Transatlantic Relations
between the US and Germany
Details: Maria, Juliane and I are co-hosting a traveling exhibit on "Firsts Encounters:
Germany and the US: Exploring Transatlantic Relations." We will be displaying the
exhibit in the Olin Building lobby until the afternoon of Tuesday, Nov. 19, in case you or
your students would like to view it. The panels are in English and German. The exhibit is
a collaborative effort by American Association of Teachers of German (AATG), the
German Federal Foreign Office, the Goethe-Institute, and the Federation of German
Industries. "The American Association of Teachers of German invites you to investigate
the continuing history of migration and its effects in shaping the German-American
translatlantic friendship. From the besgtinning of European immigration to North
America, Germanhave contributed to the political, cultural, and social aspects of the US.
Those First encounters took different forms depending on when and where German
settlers arrived. Through a number of case studies, you are encouraged to explore these
questions: ? What did the first encounters between German immigrants and local
populations look like? ? How did Germans adjust to their new environment? ? How did
Germans contribute to existing communities?" 
Contact: Kirsten A Krick-Aigner
Email: krickaignerka@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-680-9526
Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Details: WAC will be providing a limited number of Christmas trees on a first come, first
serve basis. If an organization would like to participate and use their own tree you are
more than welcome, just be sure to fill out the form provided also. Follow this link to
register to decorate a tree for Winter Lighting: https://forms.gle/deV7zxLwYA7csb8H7.
Trees will be placed on display in the Greek Village during Winter Lighting and be voted
on by the Wofford Community from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Registration will close Friday, Nov.
on by the Wofford Community from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Registration will close Friday, Nov.
29.
Contact: Sara Beth Napper
Email: napperse@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-3184
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM ITS: Beware of phishing emails
Date: November 15, 2019 at 8:55 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford Faculty and Staff: 
Over the past few days, we have seen a dramatic increase in phishing emails targeting
Wofford users. Any emails coming from outside of Wofford's email system will have a
yellow banner (see below.)
 
If you get an email with the yellow banner requesting your Wofford username and
password, it is probably phishing. Please forward suspicious emails to the IT Help Center












Subject: FW: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 18, 2019
Date: November 18, 2019 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 18, 2019
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Financial Literacy: Investing and Retirement




Physics hosts J.D. Perez - "Seeing the Invisible"
Amnesty's Write for Rights
CIL and Diversity & Inclusion Book Club
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Movie Night La La Land
Finite presents: happy birthday Jamie Lee Curtis ft. a free cakewalk
Announcements
2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote Now
1ST 2 ROWS OF ADMISSION PARKING LOT RESERVED FOR EVENT
Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Study Abroad Fair Door Prize Winners
Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive
Operation Christmas Child
Sign up for Tri-Beta's Adopt a Highway




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 4:30:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: HIIT @6:30am, Tae Kwon Do @4:30pm, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab




Financial Literacy: Investing and Retirement
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 6:30:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Are you interested in learning more about investing and retirement? Would you
like to better understand common terms in the financial world? Join Kareem Johnson,
Financial Advisor at Edward Jones, for a session on how you can grow your money and
plan for your later years!
Contact: Eyon Khristofer Brown
Email: brownek@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 504-289-4545
Wofford String Ensemble and Wofford Chamber Players Presentation
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Music Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come and hear Wofford String Ensemble Students and Wofford Chamber Players
perform an informal concert presentation of ensemble pieces and special Holiday music
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: LeeES@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4596
Freshman Bible Study 
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Lobby 
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us for our Campus Outreach freshman bible study! There will be time
to meet others, hang out and read the Bible! You do not have to have a Bible or any prior
knowledge to join. Come see what (and who) we are all about and give us a chance to get




Upperclassman Bible Study 
Date/Time: 11/18/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Shipp Lounge 
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us for our Campus Outreach upperclassman bible study! There will be
time to meet others, hang out and read the Bible! You do not have to have a Bible or any
time to meet others, hang out and read the Bible! You do not have to have a Bible or any
prior knowledge to join. Come see what (and who) we are all about and give us a chance






Physics hosts J.D. Perez - "Seeing the Invisible"
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: Free
Details: J.D. Perez, Auburn University Physics department, will speak on how space
scientists are able to make particles, waves, and fields visible and explain a variety of




Amnesty's Write for Rights
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 11:15:00 AM
Location: Seal of Maim
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Amnesty International Wofford student chapter and sign a letter to
protest Chinese internment camps and ask judicial authorities for the freedom of those




CIL and Diversity & Inclusion Book Club
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Free
Details: The final CIL and Diversity & Inclusion book club meeting for this semester will
be a discussion of "Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher" by Stephen Brookfield on
Tuesday, Nov. 19, 11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m., in Holcombe room. You are welcome to join the
discussion, even if you haven't read the book. 
Contact: Anne Catlla and Bego?a Caballero
Email: catllaaj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4462
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 8:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Black Box Theater in Campus Life Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: The Resilience Project is hosting this open-mic night as a way for people to come
share stories of a time they messed up, to show the Wofford community we aren't alone in




Movie Night La La Land
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come join WAC to experience the emotional and musical romance between Ryan





Finite presents: happy birthday Jamie Lee Curtis ft. a free cakewalk
Date/Time: 11/22/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Come out to Benjo to celebrate the birthday of the one and only Jamie Lee Curtis
by eating some cake (that you win in the cake walk) and ice cream, making cards for
whomever you want (with stamps provided!), and playing various fun party games such






2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote Now
Details: The 2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest is open for voting! Students, faculty, and
staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday, Nov. 22, at




1ST 2 ROWS OF ADMISSION PARKING LOT RESERVED FOR EVENT
Details: Please note that the Admission Office is hosting a conference events on Tuesday
of this week. We would ask that all students, faculty, and staff please respect the reserved
parking signs found in the lot. We remain dedicated to our well known hospitality-
reserving parking for our visitors is part of that experience. Please prepare for less spaces
than normal. 
Contact: Mary Carman 
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Details: WAC will be providing a limited number of Christmas trees on a first come, first
serve basis. If an organization would like to participate and use their own tree you are
more than welcome, just be sure to fill out the form provided also. Follow this link to
register to decorate a tree for Winter Lighting: https://forms.gle/deV7zxLwYA7csb8H7.
Trees will be placed on display in the Greek Village during Winter Lighting and be voted
on by the Wofford Community from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Registration will close Friday, Nov.
29.
Contact: Sara Beth Napper
Email: napperse@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-3184
Study Abroad Fair Door Prize Winners
Details: The three Grand Prize winners from the Study Abroad Fair door prize drawing
are ticket #'s: 617786, 617802, and 617795. Please stop by the office of international




Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive
Details: Help Alpha Phi Omega collect canned goods during the month of November to
donate to the Spartanburg community soup kitchen. Please donate your cans into one of
the boxes located around campus (Roger Milliken Science Center, Galleria, Greene
common room, Marsh, Burwell, & Olin). Attach a sticky note with your name and email





Details: Psychology Kingdom is preparing for Operation Christmas Child! Go to Zach's,
Burwell, Milliken or the Psych Suite to drop off your toys, personal care items and school






Sign up for Tri-Beta's Adopt a Highway
Details: Remember to sign up for Tri-Beta's Adopt a Highway! Brunch will be paid for




Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
Details: ODI and several partner organizations are collecting winter clothing items for the
Gifts in Kind Center. This United Way of Piedmont initiative distributes goods and
supplies to over 100 nonprofit organizations. We will collect items through the end of the





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 19, 2019
Date: November 19, 2019 at 8:48 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 19, 2019
 
Today's Events
CIL and Diversity & Inclusion Book Club
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Procrastination Tuesday
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
November Vibes
Upcoming Events
Lunch Faculty Talk Series
ENVS Reading and Presentation
Women's Basketball vs. Longwood | Wednesday | 7:00 PM
The Great American Smoke-Out Giveaway
Curator's Talk by Presidential International Scholar Lydia Estes
Movie Night and Popcorn Bar Screening of "Joy"
Finite presents: happy birthday Jamie Lee Curtis ft. a free cake walk and also a
bouncy house bc why not
Announcements
Wellness Center-Nurse Practitioner Schedule
Volleyball vs. Furman | Friday | 11 AM
WocoGIVE Food Drive
Panhellenic Recruitment Interest Meeting 2
Open Mic Night with Alpha Psi Omega
Study Abroad Fair Door Prize Winners
The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Wofford's Got Talent Winner: Paola Cruz





CIL and Diversity & Inclusion Book Club
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Free
Details: The final CIL and Diversity & Inclusion book club meeting for this semester will
be a discussion of "Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher" by Stephen Brookfield
today from 11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m., in the Holcombe room. You are welcome to join the
discussion, even if you haven't read the book. 
Contact: Anne Catlla and Begona Caballero
Email: catllaaj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4462
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Power Pilates @4:30pm,






Date/Time: 11/19/2019 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy an evening away from your homework with some members of
the Geek Guild as we watch some relaxing and funny shows in Olin 114. 
Contact: Christopher Michael Overton
Email: overtoncm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-510-1997
Wofford, I F*#%^D Up
Date/Time: 11/19/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Black Box Theater in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: The Resilience Project is hosting this open-mic night as a way for people to come
share stories of a time they messed up, to show the Wofford community we aren't alone in









Details: Come unwind before finals with pumpkin pie, apple cider, music, and DIY stress
balls.





Lunch Faculty Talk Series
Date/Time: 11/20/2019 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Presenter: Dr. Katerina Andrews (Department of Economics) Title: Immigration
in Europe Abstract: We will take a look at the recent patterns of migration to Europe from
Middle Eastern and North African countries. What are the economic, demographic, fiscal
and labor market effects of immigration on the receiving countries? We will also review
the evidence on immigrants' and refugees' economic and social adaptation to their host





ENVS Reading and Presentation
Date/Time: 11/20/2019 2:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 121
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a reading and presentation by Taylor Brorby MFA titled "The




Women's Basketball vs. Longwood | Wednesday | 7:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/20/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Free Concert Tickets: All fans will have the chance to enter-to-win (4) tickets to




The Great American Smoke-Out Giveaway
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Outside Burwell and Zach's
Cost: 
Details: Come celebrate our new smoke-free campus with smoke-free goody bags and
learn about our upcoming cessation classes.
Contact: Mary Kathryn McGregor
Email: mcgregormm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-818-8887
Curator's Talk by Presidential International Scholar Lydia Estes
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Art Gallery (RSRCA)
Cost: Free
Details: As the 35th Presidential International Scholar, Lydia Estes attempted to uncover
the visual representation of "la mujer," or "the woman," in the South American countries
of Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and Peru. "Siendo mujer" means "being a woman," and
Estes' exhibition, "Siendo mujer: a short study of the female experience in South
America" represents the conversations she shared with resilient, creative women for
whom art plays a significant role in their female experiences, and vice versa--for whom
the female experience plays a significant role in their art. It is further a collection of their
artwork, also including her own photographs of them, their spaces, and moments which
contribute to the story each is trying to tell through her work. All are invited to join us for
a reception and curator's talk with Estes on Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger
Richardson Center for the Arts. This event is part of Spartanburg's monthly ArtWalk





Movie Night and Popcorn Bar Screening of "Joy"
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Joy is a 2015 American biographical comedy-drama film, starring Jennifer
Lawrence as Joy Mangano, a self-made millionaire who created her own business empire.
Facing betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the scars of love, Joy becomes a true
girl boss of family and enterprise. An inventor and entrepreneur, Joy is known for the
invention of the self-wringing Miracle Mop and holds more than 100 patents for her




Finite presents: happy birthday Jamie Lee Curtis ft. a free cake walk and also a
bouncy house bc why not
bouncy house bc why not
Date/Time: 11/22/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Come out to Benjo to celebrate the birthday of the one and only Jamie Lee Curtis
by eating some cake (that you win in the cake walk (follow this link if you are unfamiliar
with cake walks: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8hqFjaVVZY)) and ice cream,
making cards for whomever you want (with stamps provided!), and playing various fun
party games such as pin the tail on the donkey, etc. ALSO, there will be a bouncy house,






Wellness Center-Nurse Practitioner Schedule
Details: The Nurse Practitioner will be out of the office Friday, Nov. 22. If you need a




Volleyball vs. Furman | Friday | 11 AM
Details: Wofford hosts Furman this Friday at 11 a.m. in the quarterfinals of the Southern
Conference Volleyball Championship! All tournament matches will be played in the Jerry





Details: WocoGIVE is having a food drive from Nov. 15 - 21! All donations will go to St.
Luke's Free Clinic. Several boxes around campus can be found for making donations
(several dormitories, Campus Life, and Roger Milliken Science Center). Please think




Panhellenic Recruitment Interest Meeting 2
Details: Join Panhellenic Executive Council, Gamma Chis and the chapter presidents for
an information session about spring recruitment in McMillan Theater from 11:30 a.m. -12
p.m. We will be answering questions, introducing Gamma Chis, and going over the do's
and dont's of recruitment. Come with questions!




Open Mic Night with Alpha Psi Omega
Details: WHEN: 7 p.m. on Monday, Dec. 2 WHERE: Tony White Theater in Campus
Life Bldg. WHAT: Come chill with Alpha Psi Omega for our upcoming Open Mic Night!
It's SNOWTIME! Have an awesome talent you want to show off? Want to share a special






Study Abroad Fair Door Prize Winners
Details: Congratulations to Brendan McNeal and Grant Blaylock for each winning one of
the three Grand Prizes from the Study Abroad Fair door prize drawing! We are still
looking for our third winner (ticket # 617802). Please stop by the office of international




The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Details: How do you want to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day? Dialog circles?
Panel discussions? Workshops? Presentations? Exhibits? Fellowship and community-
building? Please send your big ideas to the Wofford MLK Day Planning Committee, by





Wofford's Got Talent Winner: Paola Cruz
Details: Congratulations to our Wofford's Got Talent Winner, Paola Cruz! Paola is a
freshman delegate at Wofford who can usually be found at Zach's playing the piano and




Tanzania Internships Information Session
Details: Stop by The Space today at noon to learn about spending your summer working
in Moshi, Tanzania. We will have another session Thursday at 3:30 p.m., in The Space if





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE TO CAMPUS: Campus Life/DuPré Hall parking lot to be CLOSED beginning MONDAY EVENING
Date: November 19, 2019 at 12:53 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford Campus Community:
 
The Campus Life/DuPré Hall parking lot must be CLEARED by 6 p.m. Monday, Nov. 25,
to make way for several large trucks and a crane bringing in equipment to be placed on
top of Sandor Teszler Library on Tuesday.
 
The Cumming Street parking lot is available for use by those who typically park in the
Campus Life/DuPré Hall lot.
 
The Campus Life/DuPré Hall parking lot will remain CLOSED through Wednesday, Nov.
27.
 
Vehicles remaining in the lot after 6 p.m. Monday will be TOWED at the owner’s expense.
 
We appreciate your patience and understanding in this matter.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 20, 2019
Date: November 20, 2019 at 8:46 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu




Lunch Faculty Talk Series
a simple meal
ENVS Reading and Presentation
Powered by Women
Women's Basketball vs. Longwood | 7 PM
Democratic Debate Watch Party
Upcoming Events
Staff Breakfast sponsored by Staff Advisory Council
Thankful Thursday: Faculty and Staff Appreciation
Destress and Draw
Announcements
2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote now
Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Wellness Center-Nurse Practitioner Schedule
WocoGIVE Food Drive
Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot CLOSED beginning Monday evening





Lunch Faculty Talk Series




Details: Presenter: Dr. Katerina Andrews (Department of Economics) Title: Immigration
in Europe Abstract: We will take a look at the recent patterns of migration to Europe from
Middle Eastern and North African countries. What are the economic, demographic, fiscal
and labor market effects of immigration on the receiving countries? We will also review
the evidence on immigrants' and refugees' economic and social adaptation to their host






Date/Time: 11/20/2019 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: A Simple Meal has moved to 12: 30 p.m.! This is a brief time of student-led
music, prayers, scripture and reflections. Communion or a blessing is offered by Rev.
Ron. A meal of soup, bread and conversation follows. Whatever your tradition, all are




ENVS Reading and Presentation
Date/Time: 11/20/2019 2:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a reading and presentation by Taylor Brorby MFA titled "The





Date/Time: 11/20/2019 5:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: In celebration of Global Entrepreneurship Week, this panel discussion will
showcase the unstoppable drive, determination and sources of inspiration of four female
entrepreneurs who are driving economic growth and social impact. They'll talk about
dreaming big, taking risks, overcoming challenges and creating impact through





Women's Basketball vs. Longwood | 7 PM
Date/Time: 11/20/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Free Concert Tickets: All fans will have the chance to enter-to-win (4) tickets to




Democratic Debate Watch Party 
Date/Time: 11/20/2019 8:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 122
Cost: Free
Details: Debate coverage starts at 8 p.m. and the actual debate is from 9 - 11 p.m. It will






Staff Breakfast sponsored by Staff Advisory Council
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 9:00:00 AM
Location: Lobby-Jerry Richardson Indoor Arena
Cost: Free
Details: On Nov. 21 (this Thursday) the Staff Advisory Council will host a breakfast in
the lobby of the Jerry Richardson Indoor Arena from 9-10:30 a.m. Please come and enjoy
coffee and biscuits from Bojangles and Chicfila and fellowship with our colleagues.




Thankful Thursday: Faculty and Staff Appreciation
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 10:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and Staff: you're invited to the Bookstore's Annual Appreciation Event,
happening tomorrow! Join us for THANKFUL THURSDAY from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. for
tasty refreshments including Chick-fil-a chicken minis, Krispy Kreme donuts, hot coffee,
and various other goodies. We'll also have 30% off shopping passes that will be valid
through 12/21/2019 so you can do your holiday shopping at your convenience. See
Rebecca with any questions or concerns.




Destress and Draw 
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Game Room
Cost: Free 
Details: Active Minds invites you to destress by joining us to color and draw on the
couches in Campus Life.





2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote now
Details: The 2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest is open for voting! Students, faculty, and
staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday, Nov. 22, at




Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Details: WAC will be providing a limited number of Christmas trees on a first come, first
serve basis. If an organization would like to participate and use their own tree you are
more than welcome, just be sure to fill out the form provided also. Follow this link to
register to decorate a tree for Winter Lighting: https://forms.gle/deV7zxLwYA7csb8H7.
Trees will be placed on display in the Greek Village during Winter Lighting and be voted
on by the Wofford Community from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Registration will close Friday, Nov.
29.
Contact: Sara Beth Napper
Email: napperse@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-3184
Wellness Center-Nurse Practitioner Schedule
Details: The Nurse Practitioner will be out of the office Friday, Nov. 22. If you need a






Details: WocoGIVE is having a food drive from Nov. 15 - 21! All donations will go to St.
Luke's Free Clinic. Several boxes around campus can be found for making donations
(several dormitories, Campus Life, and Roger Milliken Science Center). Please think




Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
Details: ODI and several partner organizations are collecting winter clothing items for the
Gifts in Kind Center. This United Way of Piedmont initiative distributes goods and
supplies to over 100 nonprofit organizations. We will collect items through the end of the
semester! Check out @wocodiversity on instagram for a full list of donation bin locations
and helpful items. Locations of Bins: MSBVC Laundry Room, Village Laundry Room,
Entrance of Lesesne, Greene Common Room, Marsh Common Room, Shipp Common




The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Details: How do you want to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day? Dialog circles?
Panel discussions? Workshops? Presentations? Exhibits? Fellowship and community-
building? Please send your big ideas to the Wofford MLK Day Planning Committee, by





Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot CLOSED beginning Monday evening
Details: The Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot must be CLEARED by 6 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 25, to make way for several large trucks and a crane bringing in equipment to be
placed on top of the Sandor Teszler Library on Tuesday. The Cumming Street parking lot
is available for use by those who typically park in the Campus Life/DuPre Hall lot. The
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot will remain CLOSED through Wednesday, Nov. 27.
Vehicles remaining in the lot after 6 p.m. Monday will be TOWED at the owner's




Alpha Phi Omega Canned Food Drive
Details: Help Alpha Phi Omega collect canned goods during the month of November to
donate to the Spartanburg community soup kitchen. Please donate your cans into one of
the boxes located around campus (Roger Milliken Science Center, Galleria, Greene
the boxes located around campus (Roger Milliken Science Center, Galleria, Greene
common room, Marsh, Burwell, & Olin). Attach a sticky note with your name and email





Details: Psychology Kingdom is preparing for Operation Christmas Child! Go to Zach's,
Burwell, Milliken or the Psych Suite to drop off your toys, personal care items and school





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 21, 2019
Date: November 21, 2019 at 8:46 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Staff Breakfast sponsored by Staff Advisory Council
Thankful Thursday: Faculty and Staff Appreciation
The Great American Smoke-Out Giveaway
Destress and Draw
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
WocoGIVE Food Drive: LAST DAY
Curator's Talk by Presidential International Scholar Lydia Estes
Movie Night and Popcorn Bar Screening of "Joy"
Movie Night La La Land
Upcoming Events
Volleyball vs. Furman | Friday | 11 AM
Finite presents: happy birthday Jamie Lee Curtis ft. a free cake walk and also a
bouncy house bc why not
SENIORS: Looking to work abroad after graduation?
Announcements
Wellness Center-Nurse Practitioner Schedule
The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
StudentsStatistics survey
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot CLOSED beginning Monday evening




Staff Breakfast sponsored by Staff Advisory Council
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 9:00:00 AM
Location: Lobby-Jerry Richardson Indoor Arena
Location: Lobby-Jerry Richardson Indoor Arena
Cost: Free
Details: On Nov. 21 (TODAY) the Staff Advisory Council will host a breakfast in the
lobby of the Jerry Richardson Indoor Arena from 9 - 10:30 a.m. Please come and enjoy
coffee and biscuits from Bojangles and Chick-fil-a and fellowship with our colleagues.




Thankful Thursday: Faculty and Staff Appreciation
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 10:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and Staff: you're invited to the Bookstore's Annual Appreciation Event,
happening TODAY! Join us for THANKFUL THURSDAY from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. for
tasty refreshments including Chick-fil-a chicken minis, Krispy Kreme donuts, hot coffee,
and various other goodies. We'll also have 30% off shopping passes to distribute, and
those will be valid through 12/21/2019 so you can do your holiday shopping at your




The Great American Smoke-Out Giveaway
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Outside Burwell and Zach's
Cost: 
Details: Come celebrate our new smoke-free campus with smoke-free goody bags and
learn about our upcoming cessation classes.




Date/Time: 11/21/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Active Minds invites you to destress by joining us to color and draw on the




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Power Pilates @4:30, Ab-
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Power Pilates @4:30, Ab-




WocoGIVE Food Drive: LAST DAY
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Various Locations
Cost: 
Details: Today is the LAST DAY for WocoGIVE's Food Drive! All donations will go to
St. Luke's Free Clinic. Several boxes around campus can be found for making donations
(several dormitories, Campus Life, and Roger Milliken Science Center). Boxes will be
taken up around 7 p.m., so please think about donating, especially with thanksgiving
break coming up!
Contact: Daisy Diana Humphries
Email: wocogive@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-300-9979
Curator's Talk by Presidential International Scholar Lydia Estes
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Art Gallery (RSRCA)
Cost: Free
Details: As the 35th Presidential International Scholar, Lydia Estes attempted to uncover
the visual representation of "la mujer," or "the woman," in the South American countries
of Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and Peru. "Siendo mujer" means "being a woman," and
Estes' exhibition, "Siendo mujer: a short study of the female experience in South
America" represents the conversations she shared with resilient, creative women for
whom art plays a significant role in their female experiences, and vice versa--for whom
the female experience plays a significant role in their art. It is further a collection of their
artwork, also including her own photographs of them, their spaces, and moments which
contribute to the story each is trying to tell through her work. All are invited to join us for
a reception and curator's talk with Estes tonight at 7 p.m. in the Rosalind Sallenger
Richardson Center for the Arts. This event is part of Spartanburg's monthly ArtWalk





Movie Night and Popcorn Bar Screening of "Joy"
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Joy is a 2015 American biographical comedy-drama film, starring Jennifer
Lawrence as Joy Mangano, a self-made millionaire who created her own business empire.
Facing betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the scars of love, Joy becomes a true
girl boss of family and enterprise. An inventor and entrepreneur, Joy is known for the
girl boss of family and enterprise. An inventor and entrepreneur, Joy is known for the
invention of the self-wringing Miracle Mop and holds more than 100 patents for her




Movie Night La La Land
Date/Time: 11/21/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come join WAC to experience the emotional and musical romance between Ryan







Volleyball vs. Furman | Friday | 11 AM
Date/Time: 11/22/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford hosts Furman tomorrow at 11 a.m. in the quarterfinals of the Southern
Conference Volleyball Championship! The first 200 students receive a free personal pizza




Finite presents: happy birthday Jamie Lee Curtis ft. a free cake walk and also a
bouncy house bc why not
Date/Time: 11/22/2019 9:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Come out to Benjo to celebrate the birthday of the one and only Jamie Lee Curtis
by eating some cake (that you win in the cake walk (follow this link if you are unfamiliar
with cake walks: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8hqFjaVVZY)) and ice cream,
making cards for whomever you want (with stamps provided!), and playing various fun
party games such as pin the tail on the donkey, etc. ALSO, there will be a bouncy house,





SENIORS: Looking to work abroad after graduation?
Date/Time: 12/5/2019 8:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Edelweiss Lodge and Resort is owned and operated by the US Department of
Defense. For the past two years Edelweiss has hired Wofford graduates. On Dec. 5 at 8
a.m. the hiring manager from Edelwiess will be available via Skype to explain this 15-
month program and the application process. You can RSVP using the following link:
https://wofford.joinhandshake.com/events/404509 Interviews will be held on Feb. 13 in
the Space from 8 - 9:30 a.m. Each interview is 10 minutes. If you would like more






Wellness Center-Nurse Practitioner Schedule
Details: The Nurse Practitioner will be out of the office Friday, November 22. If you need





The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Details: How do you want to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day? Dialog circles?
Panel discussions? Workshops? Presentations? Exhibits? Fellowship and community-
building? Please send your big ideas to the Wofford MLK Day Planning Committee, by






Details: My friend Maggie and I are working on our final project for Statistics and would
really appreciate it if you could take maybe 3 seconds to fill it out.
https://forms.gle/gp3cy8PxhVonHbXe7. Thank you so much!
Contact: Virginia Flora Davis
Email: davisvh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 252-599-7829
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot CLOSED beginning Monday evening
Details: The Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot must be CLEARED by 6 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 25, to make way for several large trucks and a crane bringing in equipment to be
placed on top of the Sandor Teszler Library on Tuesday. The Cumming Street parking lot
is available for use by those who typically park in the Campus Life/DuPre Hall lot. The
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot will remain CLOSED through Wednesday, Nov. 27.
Vehicles remaining in the lot after 6 p.m. Monday will be TOWED at the owner's




Post Office Holiday Hours
Details: The campus post office will be open from 9 a.m. - Noon on the following days
during Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. Wednesday, Nov. 27; Monday, Dec. 23;
Thursday, Dec. 26; Friday, Dec. 27; Monday, Dec. 30; Tuesday, Dec. 31. The front doors
of Burwell will be locked, so you will need to enter at Players' Corner. There will be no




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 22, 2019
Date: November 22, 2019 at 8:41 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 22, 2019
 
Today's Events
Volleyball vs. Furman | 11 AM | Pizza Giveaway
This Weekend's Fitness Class Schedule
Upcoming Events
ENVS Reading and Presentation
Announcements
2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote now
Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot CLOSED beginning Monday evening




Volleyball vs. Furman | 11 AM | Pizza Giveaway
Date/Time: 11/22/2019 11:00:00 AM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: It's GAMEDAY! The first 200 students at today's 11 a.m. Wofford vs. Furman
quarterfinal volleyball match receive a free personal pizza and a drink! All fans should




This Weekend's Fitness Class Schedule
This Weekend's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/22/2019 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us TODAY: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab
@5:00, Insanity @5:30...SUNDAY: Boot Camp @5:00pm, Insanity






ENVS Reading and Presentation
Date/Time: 11/25/2019 2:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 122
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a reading and presentation by Dr. Sigma Colon titled






2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest - Vote now
Details: The 2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest is open for voting! Students, faculty, and
staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on TODAY at noon.




Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Details: WAC will be providing a limited number of Christmas trees on a first come, first
serve basis. If an organization would like to participate and use their own tree you are
more than welcome, just be sure to fill out the form provided also. Follow this link to
register to decorate a tree for Winter Lighting: https://forms.gle/deV7zxLwYA7csb8H7.
Trees will be placed on display in the Greek Village during Winter Lighting and be voted
on by the Wofford Community from 7:30pm-8:30pm. Registration will close Friday, Nov.
29.
Contact: Sara Beth Napper
Email: napperse@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-3184
Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
Details: ODI and several partner organizations are collecting winter clothing items for the
Gifts in Kind Center. This United Way of Piedmont initiative distributes goods and
supplies to over 100 nonprofit organizations. We will collect items through the end of the
semester! Check out @wocodiversity on instagram for a full list of donation bin locations
and helpful items. Locations of Bins: MSBVC Laundry Room, Village Laundry Room,
Entrance of Lesesne, Greene Common Room, Marsh Common Room, Shipp Common




The MLK Planning Committee Needs You
Details: How do you want to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day? Dialog circles?
Panel discussions? Workshops? Presentations? Exhibits? Fellowship and community-
building? Please send your big ideas to the Wofford MLK Day Planning Committee, by





Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot CLOSED beginning Monday evening
Details: The Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot must be CLEARED by 6 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 25, to make way for several large trucks and a crane bringing in equipment to be
placed on top of the Sandor Teszler Library on Tuesday. The Cumming Street parking lot
is available for use by those who typically park in the Campus Life/DuPre Hall lot. The
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot will remain CLOSED through Wednesday, Nov. 27.
Vehicles remaining in the lot after 6 p.m. Monday will be TOWED at the owner's




Post Office Holiday Hours
Details: The campus post office will be open from 9 a.m. - Noon on the following days
during Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. Wednesday, Nov. 27; Monday, Dec. 23;
Thursday, Dec. 26; Friday, Dec. 27; Monday, Dec. 30; Tuesday, Dec. 31. The front doors
of Burwell will be locked, so you will need to enter at Players' Corner. There will be no





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Possible power outage
Date: November 22, 2019 at 12:38 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Duke Energy has informed the college that a possible power outage may affect the
campus between now and 1:15 p.m. Please take appropriate measures.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 25, 2019
Date: November 25, 2019 at 8:43 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 25, 2019
 
Today's Events
ENVS Reading and Presentation
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Announcements
Boren Scholarship Internal Deadline
Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot CLOSED beginning Monday evening
Post Office Holiday Hours





ENVS Reading and Presentation
Date/Time: 11/25/2019 2:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 122
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a reading and presentation by Dr. Sigma Colon titled




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/25/2019 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: HIIT @6:30am, Tae Kwon Do @4:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab
@6:30, Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!






Boren Scholarship Internal Deadline
Details: Boren Scholarships, an initiative of the National Security Education Program,
provide unique funding opportunities for U.S. undergraduate students to study less
commonly taught languages in world regions critical to U.S. interests, and
underrepresented in study abroad, including Africa, Asia, Central and Eastern Europe,
Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East. The countries of Western Europe, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand are excluded. Boren Scholars represent a vital pool of highly
motivated individuals who wish to work in the federal national security arena. In
exchange for funding, Boren Scholars commit to working in the federal government for at
least one year after graduation. Students interested in applying for this competitive
scholarship should contact Dean Amy Lancaster as soon as possible. The on-campus
deadline for 2020-21 Boren applications is Dec. 15, but interested students should begin





Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Details: WAC will be providing a limited number of Christmas trees on a first come, first
serve basis. If an organization would like to participate and use their own tree you are
more than welcome, just be sure to fill out the form provided also. Follow this link to
register to decorate a tree for Winter Lighting: https://forms.gle/deV7zxLwYA7csb8H7.
Trees will be placed on display in the Greek Village during Winter Lighting and be voted
on by the Wofford Community from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Registration will close Friday, Nov.
29.
Contact: Sara Beth Napper
Email: napperse@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-3184
Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
Details: ODI and several partner organizations are collecting winter clothing items for the
Gifts in Kind Center. This United Way of Piedmont initiative distributes goods and
supplies to over 100 nonprofit organizations. We will collect items through the end of the
semester! Check out @wocodiversity on instagram for a full list of donation bin locations
and helpful items. Locations of Bins: MSBVC Laundry Room, Village Laundry Room,
Entrance of Lesesne, Greene Common Room, Marsh Common Room, Shipp Common
Room, Milliken, Burwell and Campus Life.




Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot CLOSED beginning Monday evening
Details: The Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot must be CLEARED by 6 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 25, to make way for several large trucks and a crane bringing in equipment to be
placed on top of the Sandor Teszler Library on Tuesday. The Cumming Street parking lot
is available for use by those who typically park in the Campus Life/DuPre Hall lot. The
Campus Life/DuPre Hall parking lot will remain CLOSED through Wednesday, Nov. 27.
Vehicles remaining in the lot after 6 p.m. Monday will be TOWED at the owner's




Post Office Holiday Hours
Details: The campus post office will be open from 9 a.m. - Noon on the following days
during Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. Wednesday, Nov. 27; Monday, Dec. 23;
Thursday, Dec. 26; Friday, Dec. 27; Monday, Dec. 30; Tuesday, Dec. 31. The front doors
of Burwell will be locked, so you will need to enter at Players' Corner. There will be no




Congratulations 2019 Study Abroad Photo Contest Winners
Details: Congratulations to all of the students that entered our 2019 Study Abroad Photo
Contest! Voting has closed and the winners are "A Mountaintop Experience," Joshua
Adams '20 (first place) and "Sea Lion Bliss," Mary Kathryn McGregor '20 (honorable
mention). See their winning pictures on our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/. Thanks to all for participating and voting





Details: The Writing Center will be open Sunday and Monday, Nov. 24-25 as usual. We'll
be closed for Thanksgiving break Nov. 26-30. We'll reopen on Sunday, Dec. 1, from 7-10
p.m., as usual and we'll be open regular hours through Sunday, Dec. 8. We'll be closed
during exams, during the holidays, and during Interim. If you have special needs for our





Subject: ATTEND THE PLAYOFF GAME ON SATURDAY!
Date: November 25, 2019 at 1:51 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
We need a big crowd for the football playoff game vs. Kennesaw State, 4 p.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 30, at Gibbs Stadium. Make plans now to attend and BRING
FRIENDS!
Tickets are $25/adult and $10/child. The Wofford Ticket Office is open Monday and
Tuesday. Call 864-597-4090 or visit woffordterriers.com/tickets.
Get the most up-to-date playoff information
at https://woffordterriers.com/news/2019/11/25/football-playoff-central.aspx.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 26, 2019
Date: November 26, 2019 at 8:47 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 26, 2019
 
Today's Events
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Women's Basketball vs. Presbyterian | 7:00 PM
Upcoming Events
FCS Playoffs | Saturday | 4 PM
Late Night Burwell Breakfast
NBA Game: Charlotte Hornets vs Orlando Magic
Announcements
Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
Bookstore Holiday Hours




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/26/2019 11:30:00 AM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am...ALL OTHER FITNESS




Women's Basketball vs. Presbyterian | 7:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/26/2019 7:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/26/2019 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 






FCS Playoffs | Saturday | 4 PM
Date/Time: 11/30/2019 4:00:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford hosts Kennesaw State this Saturday at 4 p.m. in the first round of the
FCS Playoffs! Dorms will be open Saturday night, so help us pack Gibbs Stadium.




Late Night Burwell Breakfast
Date/Time: 12/9/2019 9:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free




NBA Game: Charlotte Hornets vs Orlando Magic
Date/Time: 1/20/2020 5:00:00 PM
Location: Charlotte, NC
Cost: $15
Details: The Charlotte Hornets will take on the Orlando Magic on Monday, Jan. 20. This
event is available to the first 45 students who sign up. The cost is $15. This event includes
a Hornets t-shirt, a meal prior to the game , and a charter bus trip to and from the
Spectrum Center in Charlotte, NC. The game will tip-off at 5 p.m. at the Spectrum Center.
The bus will leave Wofford at 2:30 p.m. from in front of Old Main. If you would like to






Register to Decorate a Tree for Winter Lighting
Details: WAC will be providing a limited number of Christmas trees on a first come, first
serve basis. If an organization would like to participate and use their own tree you are
more than welcome, just be sure to fill out the form provided also. Follow this link to
register to decorate a tree for Winter Lighting: https://forms.gle/deV7zxLwYA7csb8H7.
Trees will be placed on display in the Greek Village during Winter Lighting and be voted
on by the Wofford Community from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m.. Registration will close Friday, Nov.
29.
Contact: Sara Beth Napper
Email: napperse@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-3184
Winter Wrap Up Clothing Drive
Details: ODI and several partner organizations are collecting winter clothing items for the
Gifts in Kind Center. This United Way of Piedmont initiative distributes goods and
supplies to over 100 nonprofit organizations. We will collect items through the end of the
semester! Check out @wocodiversity on instagram for a full list of donation bin locations
and helpful items. Locations of Bins: MSBVC Laundry Room, Village Laundry Room,
Entrance of Lesesne, Greene Common Room, Marsh Common Room, Shipp Common





Details: The Bookstore will observe normal hours (9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.) today, Tuesday,
Nov. 26. The Bookstore will be closed Wednesday through Friday for the Thanksgiving
holiday. The Bookstore will be open on Saturday, Nov. 30 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. for the




Operation Christmas Child- LAST DAY
Details: It's our last day of collection for operation Christmas child! Make sure to go to
Zach's, Burwell, Milliken or the Psych Suite to drop off your toys, personal care items and
school supplies! You can also Venmo @Dawn-McQ with your donation. A Boxing Day
will be held in the psych suite 11-1 on Dec. 3 when we return from break! Thank you for





Subject: President Samhat's Thanksgiving Message
Date: November 26, 2019 at 11:07 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
With Thanksgiving just a few days away, I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the
Wofford community for its commitment to excellence.
 
This fall we celebrated student and faculty research, broke ground on the new
Chandler Center for Environmental Studies and enjoyed championship moments in
athletics. Our football team won another Southern Conference Championship and
will play Kennesaw State at 4 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 30, in Gibbs Stadium in the first
round of the playoffs. Our women’s volleyball team hosted the Southern Conference
Tournament in the Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium this past weekend, and
Hannah Steelman ’21 was recognized as an All-American again this year after her
performance in the NCAA Cross Country National Championships.
 
CBS chief Washington correspondent Major Garrett spent time on campus thanks
to the Hipp Lecture Series on International Affairs and National Security, and
Presidential International Scholar Lydia Estes ’20 returned to our community to
share her experiences studying art and women’s rights in Latin America.
 
Again this year, Wofford fared well in national rankings. According to the 2019 Open
Doors Report, Wofford is #8 in the nation among baccalaureate institutions for the
percentage of students who study abroad for academic credit. U.S. News ranked
Wofford among the top national liberal arts colleges and as a best value school as
well. The Princeton Review added its endorsement by placing Wofford among the
top schools for exceptional return on investment.
 
This year also marks the 100th anniversary of ROTC on campus, the 50th
anniversary of the Sandor Teszler Library and Wofford Theatre, and the 10th
anniversary of the environmental studies program and major.
 
Behind each success is our encouraging community of students, faculty, staff and
alumni. Thank you for your commitment to ensuring that Wofford remains a national
leader in residential liberal arts education.
 
Enjoy your Thanksgiving break!
 
Sincerely,
Nayef H. Samhat
